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(I) 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. By a decision dated 11 February 1980 the Council and the Representatives 
of the Governments of the Member States meeting within the Council 
authorised the Commission to open negotiations with countries with 
which preferential agreements had been concluded in order to determine 
the adaptations and transitional measures needed as a result of Greek 
accession. 
The conclusion of the negotiations with six EFTA countries, Cyprus, 
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Spain, Israel and Portugal has already been 
dealt with in various Commission communications (~) Now the talks 
with Algeria, Morocco and Syria have been completed as well, and the 
heads of delegation have initialled the resulting draft protocols to 
the agreements concluded by the EEC and the ECSC Member States with 
those countries. 
2. In the course of the negotiations with Morocco two specific problems 
arose : 
• I •• ••• 
(1) COM (80) 317, COM (80) 616, COM (80) 717, COM (80) 824, COM (81) 31 
and COM (81) 292 final 
Fixing of quotas to be opened by Greece for fertilisers (heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03, 31.05) 
2. 
In Annex II of the draft protocol provision is made for a basic quota 
of 4,000 t for fertilisers imported from Morocco falling within these 
three tariff headings. In view of its export prospects for these 
products, Morocco would have Liked this contingent to have been fixed 
at a higher Level. In the end the Moroccan delegation agreed that the 
quota should be Limited to 4,000 t, provided that a declaration was 
written into the minutes to the effect that as soon as 75 % of the 
quota was used up consultations would be held at Morocco's request 
with a view to finding a solution acceptable to the two parties. The 
text of these minutes is also attached to this communication. 
Consequences of the enlargement of the Community for Morocco 
In the course of the negotiations the Moroccan delegation referred 
to its Government's concern regarding the consequences of enlargement 
for its exports to the Community. For the subsequent stages of this 
enlargement it stressed the need to adjust both the procedure to be 
followed and the nature of the adaptations to be made to the problems 
raised by the accession of the third State concerned. It hoped that a 
suitable consultation procedure would be found pursuant to Articel 50 
of the Agreement so that solutions could be sought at the same time as 
the accession negotiations. The Community delegation noted these 
observations and said, as it had already done to other partners, that 
it would make every effort to take the points made by Morocco into 
consideration when it was examining the consequences of enlargement for 
third countries. 
As agreed after consultations with the representatives of the Member 
States, the positions put forward by the two delegations will be con-
tained in a declaration to be annexed to the protocol. The Moroccan 
delegation insisted on setting out its views in detail in an exchange 
of Letters which does not form part of the protocol. Copies of these 
Letters are attached to this communication. 
3. 
3. Conclusions 
The Commission recommends that the Council and the Representatives of 
the Governments of the Member States,meeting within the Council, 
approve the results of these negotiations with Morocco and Syria and 
initiate the conclusion procedures. It accordingly submits herewith 
-proposals for Council regulations concluding protocols to the Co-
operation Agreements between the European Economic Community and the 
two States in question (the draft protocols are annexed to the pro-
posals) ; 
- draft protocols to the Agreements between the Member States of the 
ECSC and the two States in question. 
4. Since the procedures for the conclusion of the protocols take a certain 
time, the Commission is also submitting to the Council and to the 
Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting with-
in the Council, proposals which will enable the arrangements provided 
for in the protocols to be applied autonomously pending the entry into 
force of the protocols. 
Brussels, 22 July 1981 
Sir, 
Article 50 of the Co-operation Agreement Linking Morocco to the Euro-
pean Economic Community provides for the setting up - in the event of 
the accession of a third State to the Community- of a consultation 
procedure to enable the Community to "take into consideration the 
interests of the Contracting Parties as defined by this Agreement". 
This procedure raises two types of question : 
- When exactly should these consultations take place ? 
- What is the definition of the negotiating area between the parties 
concerned ? 
In the specific case of Greece, whose economic set-up is similar in 
some respects to Morocco's and whose exports will consequently be com-
peting to varying degrees with those of Morocco, it would have been 
Logical and in keeping with the spirit of the Co-operation Agreement 
for these consultations to be held at the same time as the negotiations 
for accession and in any case before the Accession Treaty was signed. 
With regard to the demarcation of the area for discussion and in the 
Light of the similarities referred to above, adaptation is meaningless 
unless it takes account of the economic dimension of the problem, which 
is basically the harm which one of the Contracting Parties, Morocco in 
this case, might suffer as a result of increased competition from 
exports originating in the new Member State. 
Mr. Heinz Andresen 
Head of the Delegation of the 
European Economic Community 
2. 
The protocol of adaptation is no more than a technical adjustment 
aimed at maintaining continuity in trade between Morocco and the Community 
by setting out the detailed arrangements for access by Moroccan pro-
ducts to the Greek market. It does not include any economic provisions 
resulting from a fresh appraisal of the circumstances of the enlarged 
Community market. 
It is quite obvious that it would not be acceptable to repeat the 
approach used for Greece in the subsequent stages of enlargement, short 
of renouncing the fundamental principles governing relations between 
Morocco and the European Economic Community. A sutiable formula for 
consultations should therefore be established, and both the procedure 
and the substance of adaptation should be adjusted to the nature and 
extent of the problems raised by the accession of new Member States 
to the Communities. In so doing the two parties will effectively be 
applying the provisions of the Co-operation Agreement, and in partic-
ular Article 50 thereof. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this Letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Tawfik Bennani-Smires 
Head of the Moroccan Delegation 
COMMISSION 
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES Brussels 22 July 1981 
Directorate-General for Development 
Sir, 
In your Letter of today's date you informed me as follows 
"Article SO of the Co-operation Agreement Linking Morocco to the European 
Economic Community provides for the setting up - in the event of the 
accession of a third State to the Community- of a consultation pro-
cedure to enable the Commmunity to "take into consideration the interests 
of the Contracting Parties as defined by this Agreement". 
This procedure raises two types of question : 
- When exactly should these consultations take place ? 
- What is the definition of the negotiating area between the parties 
concerned ? 
In the specific case of Greece, whose economic set-up is similar in some 
respects to Morocco's and whose exports will consequently be competing 
to varying degrees with those of Morocco, it would have been Logical and 
in keeping with the spirit of the Co-operation Agreement for these con-
sultations to be held at the same time as the negotiations for accession 
and in any case before the Accession Treaty was signed. 
With regard to the demarcation of the area for discussion and in the 
Light of the similarities referred to above, adaptation is meaningless 
unless it takes account of the economic dimension of the problem, which 
is basically the harm which one of the Contracting Parties, Morocco in 
this case, might suffer as a result of increased competition from exports 
originating in the new Member State. 
Mr. Tawfik Benanni Smires 
Head of the Moroccan Delegation 
'rovosional address: Rue de Ia Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels- Telephone 735 00 40/73580 40- Telegraphic address: "COMEUR Brussels"-
Telex: "21 877 COMEU B" 
2. 
The protocol of adaptation is no more than a technical adjustment aimed 
at maintaining continuity in trade between Morocco and the Community 
by setting out the detailed arrangements for access by Moroccan products 
to the Greek market. It does not include any economic provisions 
resulting from a fresh appraisal of the circumstances of the enlarged 
Community market. 
It is quite obvious that it would not be acceptable to repeat the approach 
used for Greece in the subsequent stages of enlargement, short of renoun-
cing the fundamental principles governing relations between Morocco and 
the European Economic Community. A suitable formula for consultations 
should therefore be established, and both the procedures and the sub-
stance of adaptation should be adjusted to the nature and extent of the 
problems raised by the accession of new Member States to the Communities. 
In so doing the two parties will effectively be applying the provisions 
of the Co-operation Agreement, and in particular Article 50 thereof. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this Letter." 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Heinz Andresen 
Head of the Delegation of 
the European Community 
MINUTES 
of the negotiations for a protocol 
to the Agreement between the Com-
munity and Morocco to take account 
of the accession of Greece 
During the negotiations the Moroccan Delegation expressed Morocco's 
particular interest in exporting fertilisers falling within tariff 
heading Nos 31.02, 31.03 or 31.05. It was agreed that as soon as 75% 
had been used up of the volume of the quota opened by Greece for these 
products, pursuant to Article 9 of the protocol, consultations would 
be held at Morocco's request with a view to finding a solution acceptable 
to the two parties. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concluding a protocol to 
the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic 
Community and t~e Kingdom of Morocco 
to take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Com~unity 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEA~ COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Econo~ic 
Com~unity, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Co~mission, 
Having regard to t~e opinion of the European Parlia~ent, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Kingdom of 
Morocco (1) to take account of the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community, hereinafter referred to as the "Protocol", 
HAS ADOPTED this Regulation : 
Article 1 
The Protocol is approved on behalf the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notifica,t,ion referred to 
in Article 13 of the Protocol. 
(1) O.J. No L 264, 27.9.1978, p. 2 
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Articl~ 3 
This R~9ulation shall tnttr into forct on tht day followin9 its 
public1tion in th~ Official Journal of the European Conmunities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety 1nd directly applic-
able in all ~ember States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
PROTOCOL TO THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE KINGDOM OF MOROCCO CONSEQUENT 
ON THE ACCESSION OF THE HELLENIC 
REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmar·k, 
The Preside!'"'t of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
Whose States are Contracting Part1es to the Treaty establ1shing the 
European Economic Community, 
and THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
and His Majesty the King of Morocco, 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European 
Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco, signed at Brussels 
on 27 ApriL 1976 hereafter called the "AgreSment", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by; c·ommon accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community and 
to conclude this Protocol, 
And to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries 
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Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement and 
to the Declarations annexed to the Final Act signed in Brussels 
on 27 April 1976. 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and Protocol 
forminq an integral part thereof and the declarations annexed to the 
F1nal Act , drawn up in Greek, are authentic in the same way as 
are the original texts. The CooperatioQ~ouncil shall approve 
the Greek version. 
TITLE I I 
Transitional measures. 
Article 3 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on imports of products originating 
in Morocco in accordance with the following timetable : 
-on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each duty shall 
be reduced to 90 % of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 ~ of the 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on :: 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1~t January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
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Article 4 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 3 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect of Morocco on 1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 X ad valorem. 
Article 5 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on imports of products originating in Morocco in accordance 
with the following timetable : 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each charge shall 
be reduced to 90 % of the basic rate, 
on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic rate, 
the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 Decemb~r 1980 
in respect of the Community of Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Morocco shall be abolished. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community 
of Nine, , more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Morocco. 
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Article 7 
1. The variable component which the Hellenic Republic may apply to 
products covered by Council Regulation CEEC) No 3033/80 of 11 
November 1980 laying down the trade arrangements applicable to 
certains goods resulting from the processing of agricultural 
products, originating in Morocco, shall be adjusted by the compensatory 
amount applied in trade between the Community of Nine and Greece. 
2. For the products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 and also 
Listed in Annex 1 to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic shall 
abolish, in accordance with the timetable laid down in Article 3, 
the difference between : 
- t~e fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenic 
Republic upon accession, and 
- the duty (other than the variable component) resulting from the 
provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products Listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
In no case should Greek imports from~rocco benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community 
of Nine. 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Morocco. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II~ 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 Yo at the beginning of eJch year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 % at the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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However, ~ith regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling wpthin subh~ading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the 1quota shall be raised by 20 % a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a ~rc~uct litt~d in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 ~ of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalize imports ~f that 
product originating in Morocco if the product in question is at that 
time liberalized towards the Community of Nine. 
5. If the Hellenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from th~ Community of Nine or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community of Nine, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic· 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Morocco or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding licences for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating in M::>rocoo the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community of Nine, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers falling within the heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant·to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Morocco shall be 
eliminated in accordance with the following timetable: 
-on the date of this Protocol'~ entry into force 25 %, 
1st January 1982 25 X 
1st January 1983 25 X 
• 1st January 1984 25 X. 
2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• ) shall be 
abolished by Greece on entry into forr.e of this Protocol in respect 
of products originating in Moroccosubject to the provisions of 
Article 65 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraph 1 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Morocco. 
TITLE III 
General and Final Provisions 
Article 11 
The Co-operation Council shall make any amendments which may be 
necessary to the origin rules consequent upon the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on the first 
day of the second month following notification by the contracting 
parties of the completion of such procedures. 
Article 14. 
This Protocol is drawn up, in duplicate, in the Arabic, Danish, Dutch, 
English, Fr~ch, German, Greek and Italian lanauaaes, eAch nf th~<~ 
t~xts being eoually authentic. 
lnassels 
Nommclanue 
beadtna 1\:o 
(NLLC) 
Chapter 13 
n 13.02 
ex 13.03 
Chapter 14 
ex 14.05 
Chapter U 
Cll 15.05 
n 15.06 
15.08 
l.UO 
u.u 
Cll 15.15 
15.16 
ex 15.17 
Chapter 17 
17.04 
Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
ex 19.02 
19.03 
19.0~ 
n 19.07 
19.08 
ANNEX I 
-LIST REFERRED. TO IN ARTICLE 3. 
Dc:scnprion 
Incense 
Pcctatct 
Valonia, gall nuts 
\'IV oo1 grease stearin 
Other animal oils and fats (including fats from bones and waste), 
excluding neat's foot oil 
Animal and ve~etahle oils, boiled, oxidized~ dehydrated, sulphurized, 
blown or polymerized by heat in vacuum or in inert gas, or otherwise 
modified 
Fatty acids, add oils from refining, fatty alcohols 
Glycerol and glycerol lyes 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Degras 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, excluding heading Nos 18.01 and 18.02 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
rrc:J'<trcd food~ obr;~incc.l hy swc-llinJt or routin~t of cereal• or cereal 
rroJu~l~ (l•ulfnl rkc, c.:urn u .• kcs and stmil;~r rroc.luc:ts) 
Brc.1c.l, ship~· bi~luits a11d other ordinary bakers' war~.· nor containin~ 
adJc:d ~ug.1r, honey, c~s, fats, checsc or fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or nor containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
Brus..,ls 
Nomcn"-lature 
hra.!onJl No 
(N( cq 
Chapter 21 
Chapter 22 
22.01 
22.o2 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.09 
Chapter 24 
24.02 
Chapter 25 
25.20 
25.22 
25.23 
ex 25.30 
ex 25.U 
Chapter 27 
27.0) bis 
27.06 
27.08 
ex 27.10 
ex 27.11 
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Miscellaneous edrble preparations, exdudmg heading Nos 21.05 and 21.07 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, ice and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters and other 
non-alcoholic beverages, not includmg fruit and HgctJble JWCC"S fallmg 
withm headmg No 20.07 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured of a strength of 800 or higher; 
denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol aPd neutral ~pnm) of any streng~h. 
excludmg tho~e Jcnved from agncultural product~ li'ted m Annex II to the 
Treaty estabbhmg the Community 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirit\, undenatured of a strcn~rh of le5s than 80", 
exdudutg ethyl .tkohol dt:rl\cJ from agricultural proJu~h h•teJ 1n Annex II 
,to the Treaty "'uhh,hmg the Communrty; 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Gypsum; anhydrite:; calcined gyp5um, and plasters wrth a basis of calc1Um 
sulphate, whether or not coloured, but not mclud;ng plasters ~pecially 
prepared for use m dentistry. 
Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other thJn calciUm ox1de and 
hydroxide 
Portland cement, cimc:nt fondu, slag cement, supcr~ulphate cement and 
s1mrlar hydraulic cements, whether or not colourLJ or in the form of 
drni..C'r 
Crude natural boric ac1d contarmng not more than 85 % of H 180 1 
calculated on the dry werght 
Earth colours, "hether or not calcined or mixed to!;ether; santonn, pozzc~ 
lana, tra~s and <tmilar earth>, used in making hydraulic cement<. whethc:r 
or not powdcrt',J 
Coal ga~, v. atcr ga~, producer p~ and similar gases 
Tar distilled from coal, from bgmte or from peat, and other m1r.tral ta~, 
includmg parrr.1lly dr~tlllcd tars and blends of pitch wi;h creosote oils or 
wrrh other coal tar dr;trll.won product~ 
Pit<.:h ami pir~h coke, oht.uned from coal tar or from o~ ha miner.al tar' 
Miner.d oils and grc,l\t''> for lubricating purposes 
Petroleum ga~c' and other gaseous hydrocarbons, excluding prop:~ne of a 
purity not less than 99 % for use other than as a power or heating fuel 
Brussels 
Nomenclature 
hcadmg No 
(NCLC) 
27.12 
27.13 
27.14 
27.15 
27.16 
Chapter 28 
ex 28.01 
ex 28.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
28.09 
28.10 
28.12 
28.13 
28.15 
28.16 
28.17 
ex 28.19 
ex 211.20 
28.ll 
ex 28.23 
ex 28.27 
28.29 
ex 28.30 
ex 28.31 
28.35 
28.36 
28.]7 
ex 2H .. lK 
ex 28.40 
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Description 
Petroleum jelly 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, ~lack wax, ozolc.erite, lignite wax, pear 
wax and other mineral waxes, whether or not coloured 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residues of petroleum oils 
or of 01ls obtained from bituminous minerals 
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous shale, asph.1ltic rock and tar 
sands 
Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural bitumen, on 
petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar patch (for example, 
bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (including ozone) and nitrogen 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 
Phosphorus pcntoxidc and phosphoric acids (meta·, ortho- and pyro-) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxygen compounds of non-metals (excluding 
water) 
Sulphides or non-metals; phosphorus trisulprudc 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium hydroxide (caustic pota~h); 
peroxides of sodium or potas~aum 
Zinc oxide 
Anafici.:tl corundum 
Manganese oxides 
Iron oxides, including eanh colours containing 70 '¥o or more by weight 
of combined iron evaluated as Fe20 1 
Red lead and lith:1rge 
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates and other complex fluorine salts 
Magnesium chloride, calcium chloride 
Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorite! 
Sulphides; poly~ulphidc~ 
Dithionites, including those stabilized with organic substances; sulphoxybtes 
Sulphite:~ and thiusulphates 
Sodmm, haraum, iron, r.im.:, magnc:~ium and aluminium •uiJ•h.ues: alum• 
Pho~phitC!', hypophmphites and phosphate!!, cxduding bibasic lead pho•phate 
1\ruO\dt 
Nomrnc. bture 
hc•Jon~ No 
(NLl.C) 
ex 28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
28.54 
ex 28.56 
ex 28.58 
Chapter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.42 
29.43 
Chapter 30 
ex 30.02 
ex 30.03 
30.04 
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Carbonate~. including commercial ammonium carbon~te containing ammo-
nium carbamate, excluding lead hydrocarbonate (whitt lead) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodlum silicate and potassium silicate, including commtrcial grades 
Refined borax 
Arsenites and arsenat~ 
Hydrogen perioxide (including solid hydrogeo peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conductivity water and water of similar purity 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heating fuels; Naphthalene and anthracene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylerhyl ether (diamyl ether), diethyl ether, anethole 
Palmitic, stearic and ole1c acids and their water soluble salts; anhydrides 
Tartaric, citnc and gallic acids; calcium tartrate 
Nitroglycerine 
Nicotine sulphate 
Sugar~, chemically pure, other than sucro.e, gluco'<· and !aero~: 'll~tar 
ether~ and ~~~~:ar c~ters, and their salt~. other than products of he2t!mg 
Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.42 
Antisera 
Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments), excluding the follo""·ing 
products: 
- Anti-asthmatic cigarettes 
- Quinine, cinchonine, quinidine and their salts, whether or not in the 
form of proprietary products 
- Morphine, cocaine and other narcotics, whether or not in the form of 
proprietary products 
- Antibiotics and preparations based on antibiotics 
- Vitamins and preparations based on vitamins 
- Sulphonamidcs, hormones and preparations ba~cd on hormones 
W;~ddon~. ~aut.c, hJndJ~e~ .1nd ~imil.u art1de' (for .. ~.:unplt", drC'uin~~:•. 
aJhc\lvc pla\tcr,, poultKc~). imprc~natl·d or co.Jtnl wtrh ph.trm;'ln:utllal 
sub>t.Jnces or put up in ret.ul palklng' for rneJtc.tl or \urg1cal purpose'S, 
other than goods specified in Note 3 to this Chaprer 
lru•~l• 
Nnmf'n .. l.uure 
he•.Jm~~o l'o 
(!•KCCl 
Chapter 31 
ex 31.03 
3t.OS 
Chapter 32 
ex 32.01 
ex 32.04 
ex 32.0.S 
31.06 
ex 31.07 
32.08 
32.09 
31.11 
31.11 
32.13 
Chapter 33 
ex 33.01 
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Oc ... roplion 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic, excluding: 
- Basic-slag 
- Disintegrated (calcined) calcium pho~phatcs (thermo pho~phate5 and 
fused pho~phate~) and calcined natural aluminium cakJUm pho,ph3te5 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing not less than 0· 2 o/o of fluorine 
Other fenilizers; goods of the present Chapter in tahlets, lozenges and 
similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 1 0 kg 
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins (tannic acid,), induding water-
extracted gall-nut tannin 
Colouring matter of ve~ctahle ori~tin (induding dyewood extract and nther 
vegetable dyeing extr J<.:t~, but exdudmg indigo, henna and chloroph~ 11) or 
of animal origin, exdudmg cochineal extract and kcrmes 
Synth•·ti.: organi..: dyc~ruffs (including pigment dyt·~tuff' and cxcladmg 
antfi.-iJI tndtgo); ,~··nhctt-. orgJnic produ.:t\ of a lo.md u'cd a luuuno· 
pho•c~; prndu.:t~ of the kind kn()wn as oprtcal blc:a,h:ng agents, sub-
stan!i\'e to the fibre 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter, excluding: 
(a) inorganic pigment~ or pigment$ of mineral ongm. whether or not 
cont.1ining other ~uh~tanccs facilitating dyeing, based on cadmium \Jit~, 
(b) chrome colours and Pru~sian blue; inorganic produ~ts of a kind u~cd 
as lummophores 
Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers and prepared ~oloul"'l, vitrlftablc 
enamel~ and ~:IJ7.e~. liljuid lustres and similar prodtKh . .,f the kind u,n.f in 
the ccr.tllll(, t·n.um·lling and gl."' indu,trtc'; cn~·•hn \'Ill''); ~:las\ fr1t JnJ 
other j:.l •• ,~. 111 rhe form of puwder, j:_r.tnul··~ or tl.th·, 
Varni~he~ and lacquer~; di,tempers; prepared wJter ptJ!mcnb of the kmd 
used for ftni~hmg leather j raints and enamel~; pigment~ dt,J>cr\Cd Ill J.·~\Cec.i 
oil, white ~pint, spints o turpentine, or other mcJi:~. of a kind u,,.cJ m 
the: r:unuf.tcture of paints or enamch; stamrin)! fo1ls; dyes nr mhcr col~··mn~ 
matt.-r m form~ or r.~.:kings of a kind sold by retail; ~o:u~1on~ a' Jd:nl·d 
by 1\iote 4 to this Chapter 
Prepared driers 
Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters' fillings; non-rdracrory surfacing 
preparations; stopping, scaling and stmtlar mastics, mduJing resin ma\tics 
and cements 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
Essential oils (terpeneless or not); concretes and at.,olute•; ~inoids, 
excluding essences of roses, rosemary, eucalyptus, sandalwood and ced.1r; 
resinoid~; concentr:ttes of essential oils in fats, in fixed oil~. or in waxes 
or the hke, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
llruswl• 
Nomcn~o.l .. tu~ 
ht-•J•nt~ Nn 
(NU <"} 
ex 33.06 
Chapter 34 
Chapter 35 
Chapter 36 
Chapter 37 
37.03 
Chapter 38 
38.03 
38.09 
ex 38.11 
38.18 
ex 38.19 
Chapter 39 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.01 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.05 
ex 39.06 
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Eau de Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmettn .wd produt n for the 
care of the ~kin, hair ar:J nail~; tooth powder~ anJ t<)l•thpa,:e<., proJucto; 
for oral hygiene; ruum deodon,ers, prepared, whether or nor ;x:rfumt·d 
Soap, organic ~urface-active agents, w.ao;h~ng prer.nar:ons, !uhrilartng 
preparations, artdt..:i.Jl waxes, prepared waxe,, pult>htng and scour.ng 
preparatwns, C.J'lJle~ and stmtbr artiCles, moJdl:ng l'.lStcs and 'Jcntal 
"'axes• 
Albuminoidal suhsrances; excLuding casein, casei nates,ot her casein 
derivatives,ovalbumin and lactalbumin;glues;enzymes. 
Explo'lvC~; pyrotechnic product~; mat~hcs; ryrophonc .alloys; c::ert;un com· 
bu,nblc preparatiOns 
Sen~itized paper; paperboard and doth, unexposed or expoocd bur 001: 
developed 
Activated c.Jrhon; activated n;ttural miner .a! proJ••lts; anim.1! 1->ladl, 
indudtng spent ammal black 
\X'ood tar; wood tar otis (other than the eoi'T'pn"lc ,.,:w·t·" ,, ! ~: •. ·ncr< 
f.alltll~ wtth 1n hc.HIIIl~ No IX 1!!); wood crrmotc . .,.. ·' ,, I •u rhr h.t. J-< I• ,., .. '>II. 
ve~ct.tblc pttch of all ktnJ>; hrc"n'' pttch anJ ,,,,d IT ''>n'l"''''•ch i ,,cJ 
on ro\ln or on VC:I-\<:tabk pttch; foundry core hn1<lcr' ba-.cJ •·n t1 :'t r.l: 
resinous product~ 
Dt~tnfectant~, nl,nttudcs, rat pohnn;, pc,u(tdc• .wJ ~·m•lar rr,J .. _1',, 
put up m the form of art1de~ ,u •. h ;H ,ulrhur treated banJ,, "'·-~' .•nd 
c;1ndln, fl~·-papers, sttck' cnarcJ .... :tl-. he~J• hl,>ro,h• lo!>cxanc l'l !( 1 .. nd 
the ltl..t, prc·paratiOil\ ('lf'<t•ttng of an ac!Jvc ptuJ:,,r hnch a< Ill' l. n l'.cd 
WHh other m.Helt.lls and put up tn acro;ol cont.unn> ready for the 
Composite solvenb and thmners for varnishes and >Ifllllar products 
PrcparJttoll' kn''" n a' 'II<.Jl!i.h for hyJrau!tc tr.l"'""'"on' (tn p.Httcular 
for hvdraultc h.tke') ulr.t31lllllg lc·.~ than 70% ~·y wught of petroleum 
oil~ or of olio; obtatncd from l,:tummou' mmcrals 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polystyrene in all it• ro1 ms; other pla~tic matena!~. cellulose ethers and 
esters, a mfictai rc<!ns, ~xduding · 
(a) those in the form of gPnules, flakt"s, powdero;, v. a'te and scrap ro be 
u~ed as r:~w mJteti:Jlo; tnr the mand.JCturc of ttu: rrnd:JCts rrrntto"\eC m 
thh Ch.1pter 
(b) ion cxch:1•1bero, 
Brussels 
Nomenclature 
headmg No 
(NCCQ 
ex .39.07 
Chapter 40 
Chapter 41 
Chapter 42 
Chapter 4.3 
Chapter 44 
Chapter 45 
45-03 
45.04 
Chapter 46 
Chapter 48 
ex 48.01 
48.0.3 
48.04 
ex 48.05 
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Dncripuon 
Articles of material~ of the kind~ dc~crih<"d in ht"adinr. f\:o, 1'1.01 to .39.11~>, 
exdudinr. fans and h.tnJ ~crt"c:n~. non-mcchJmcal, funH' :tnd h3ndlc\ 
therefor and parts of snc It fr.tmt•,, ;~nd h.tnJic,, and \pool,, rn \ .tnd \llnil.u 
support~ for photor,r;~phac and cancmato~r aphu: falrn or for t.tj'C'• !aim' and 
the like falling wathin hc:aJan~ No 92.12 
Rubber, synthetic rubber, fact ice, and article~ thereof, ex, !t:Jing headng 
Nos 40.01, 40.02, 40.03 and 40.04, latex (ex 40.06), solutwn~ and dt~persions 
(ex 40.06), protective clothing for surgeons and radtolog"" and dive"' 
suits (ex 40.13), and bulk forms or blocks, scrap, waste .1~1d powder or 
hardened rubber (ebontte and \ukanite) (ex 40.15) 
Raw hides and skins (other than fur~kins) and leather, exduda'lg parchment-
dressed leather and arttclc.:, fallmg wathin headmg Nos 41.01 .wd 41.09 
Articles of leather; saddlc:ry and harnc's; travel goods, h:wdbags and 
sim1lar contatncf\; articlts of anamal gut (othc:r than silk W<•rm ~ut) 
Furskins and ,utificial fur; manuf Jctures thereof 
Wood and article~ uf wood; wood charcoal, excludtnp; heaJrn11: !'l:o 44.07, 
arttcle~ of ftbre hut!dtn!!. hoard (ex 44.21, ex 44.2J, ex 44 !.7, ex 44.2)<), 
spool,, reels and stnul.tr \ltpport\ for ph•)togr:tphtc and (r:lcmatographrc 
falm or for tapes, ft!nh and the IJk(" fallrng wtthm h("aJmg No 92.12 (ex 
44.26) and wood pavurg blocks (ex 44.2!!) 
Articles of natural cork 
AAAiomerated cork (betng cork agglomerated with or without a binding 
sub~rance) and arricl("s of agglomerated cork 
Manufacture of srraw, of esparto and of other plaiting matenal~; haskerware 
and wickerwork, excluding plaits and simrlar products of plaa:ang material~, 
for all uses, whether or nor assembled into strips (ex 46 02) 
Paper and paperboard (including cellulose waddtng), in n ·lis or sheet<, 
excluding the followmg, products; 
- Ordinary newsprint made from chemical and mechanical rulp, weighi~g 
not mort: than 60 g,lm 2 
- Ma~.11i:1e paper 
- (:i~.Hl"!!C: p.lpl'! 
- Ti~\lle p.1per 
- Filter paper 
- Cellulose wadding 
- Hand-m:~de parer and paperboard 
Parchment or grc3~("proof paper and paperboard, and imitations thereof,_ 
and glazed tran~parcnt paper, in roll~ or sheets 
Compo,ite paper or paperboard (made by sticking flat layers WJtether with 
an adhc~ivc), not surf.tcc-coJtt·d or impregnated, whether or not internally 
reinforced, in rolls or ~hcets 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flat surface sheets) · 
embossed in rolls or shc:cts 
Bruuels 
Nomenclature: 
headmg No 
(NC.CC) 
ex 411.07 
ex 48.13 
48.14 
ex 48.15 
48.16 
48.18 
48.19 
ex 48.21 
Chapter 49 
ex 49.01 
ex 49.03 
ex 49.07 
49.09 
ex 49.10 
ex 49.11 
Chapter SO 
Chapter 51 
Chapter 52 
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Paper :md paperboard, imprq::nated, coated, ~urf.Jcc-coloured, \urf:!ce· 
decorated or prrntnl (not lomutullnJ: prrntcd mann wuhm ChJrtcr 49) 
in roll~ or ~hn·t\, t·xcludrng '<Juart·d drawmg p.JfX·r, g•.lJ p.rper or •liver 
paper and imitatrom thcrc:of, trJn~fer paper, and~e.ltor p.1pc:r and umen"t11cd 
photographiC paper 
Carbon paper 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, plain ~tcards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches, wallets and writang compendrums, of paper or 
paperboard, containing only an assortment of paper sta!Jonery 
Other paper or paperboard, cut to size or shape, excluding crgarette paper, 
tapes for teletype machines, perforated tapes for monot~pe machmes and 
calculating mach1ncs, filter p:1pers and filter board• (includmg those for 
crgarcttc filter tip~) and gummtJ strip 
Boxc~. ba~\ and otht·r packrng cont.uner,, of papn ur paperho.1rd; b<JX 
hies, lt·ttcr tray,, 'tora~c boxc' and srmr!.1r artrdc~, t•f p.1per or pJperboard, 
of a krnd commonly u,cJ in offrces, ~hops and the lrl..c 
Regi,ters, exerci,c hooks, not~· books, memorandum bl•>cks, order books, 
reccrpt hooks, dr.rrr,·•, blotting pads, brndcr~ (lome-lcJf or other), ftle covers 
and other ~tatrom:ry of p.1per ur paperboard; ~implc: and other albums and 
book covers, of p.1per or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp shades; tablecloths and serviertes, handkerchiefs and towels; dishes, 
plates, cups, tablemats, bottles, glasses 
Printed books, booklets, brochures and leaflets in. the Greek language · 
Children's picture books and painting books, stitched, cued or bound, 
pnnted wholly or partly in the Greek language 
Stamps not intended for pub!rc service 
Picture postcards, Christmas and other picture greeting cards, printed by any 
process, with or without trimmmgs 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, inc!t.:ding calend.1r t-locks, 
but excluding cakndars intended for publicrty purpo,<.s, in other :Jngu:ages 
than Greek 
Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs, but u-
cluding the following articles: 
- Theatrical and photographic studio scenery 
- Printed matter for publicity purposes (including travel publiciry), printed 
in other languages than Greek 
Silk and waste silk 
Man-made fibres (continuous) 
Yetallized textiles 
Bru,.'ICIS 
NumrndJturc 
hr.1J111Jt No 
iN<L{") 
Chapter 53 
Chapter 54 
Chapter SS 
Chapter 56 
Chapter 51 
Chapter 58 
Chapter 59 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 62 
Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 
Chapter 65 
Chapter 66 
66.01 
Chapter 67 
ex 67.01 
67.02 
Chapter 68 
68.04 
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Wool and other animal hair, exduJing raw, hleachcd and undyed 
products of heading Nos 53.01, 53.02, H.O~ and 53.04 
Flax and ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cutton 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous) 
Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper yarn and woven 
fabrics of paper varn 
Carpets, r.uts, matting and tapestries; pile and chenille fabn.::s; narrow 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle and other net fabrics; lace; embroidery 
Wadding and felt; twine, cordage, ropes and. cables; special fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabrics; textile articles of a kind su•:able for 
industnal use 
Knitted and crocheted good~ 
Arttdcs of apparel and clothing 11ccessories of textile fabric, other than 
knitted or crocheted good~ 
Other made up textile article~, excluding fans and hand screC'n5 (ex 62.05) 
Old clothing and other textile articles; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts of such articles 
Headgear and parts thereof 
Umbrellas and sunshade\ lmduding walking-stick umbrella~. umhrella tents, 
and garden and ~inular umbrella~) 
Feather dusters 
Artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; articles made of artificial 
flowers, foliage or fruit 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones and the like, and mill-
stones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like (including grinding, sharpen-
inp;, poli~hinp;, trueing and cutting wheel~. heads, dio;cs and point,), of natural 
stone (ap;~lomeratcd or nor), of 1g~lomcr.ucd natural or arufic1.1l <~hr.l\ivcs, 
or of pottery, with or without ~ore,, ,h.•nk<;, socket\, axle' and thl· hke of 
other material<;, but without framework'; ~e~ments and other fuu,!Jed p:1ru 
of such stones and wht.:l·l,, of natural \tone (a~lomerated or not), of 
agglomerated n:1tural or aruiidal abr.l\ivcs, or of pottery 
Natural or artifidal abra~i\c powder or grain, on a base of woven fabric, 
of paper, or paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape 
or sewn or otherwi~e madl· up 
Brussels 
Nomcndatute 
heading No 
(NCCC) 
68.09 
68.10 
68.11 
68.12 
68.14 
Qapter 69 
Chapter70 
70.04 
10.05 
ex 70.06 
~· 70.07 
70.08 
70.09 
70.10 
ex 70.13 
70.14 
ex 70.15 
a70.t6 
' f 0 ... 
Panels, boards. tiles, b1och and similar articles <»f vt.~etable fibre, of wood 
fihre, of straw, of wood sh:avings or of wood wast~· finduding -.awdusr), 
agglomerated with cement, pla~ter or with orher mineral binding -.ubstanc:~ 
Articles of plastering material 
Artidc:o; nf cc:mc:nr (indudin~ r.lag cement), of cnnt:f\"tc or of .nr•fiual 
stone (including granuf.ucd marble agglomerated with t·emmt), rcanfor.;ed 
or not 
. Articles of a!.bestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement <)r th~ like 
Friction material (~gmcnts, discs, washers, strips, sht:cts, rlares, roll" and the 
like) of a kind ~tuitable for brakes, for clutches or the like, with a basi• 
of asbc..-stos, other mineral suhsram:es or of celluloo.c, wheth~r ur not 
combined with rc:xtile or other materials 
Ceramic product~. excludin~ heading Nos 69.01, 69.02 .. .-0ther than 
bricks with a basis of magnesite and of magnesite=· 
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and . 
69.0~~ UfC'O"II' ~nd arp.tr:HU'> f()r Jahurafory anti indu\trial U\C.", c.·mtt3ineri 
for thC' tr;m'l'urt of .antf, :and uthc:r chc·mi'-·'' proJU\"h ;and .;H'tidr' (A ;a lontl 
U\C'tl in i1~!riu.lturc·, of ht•••din~ Nu 6'1.f~. ,;mc.l Jlftru:l.rm arrn.lc\ .,f hc-.~tf:!•J: 
Nm 6'1, 10, 61J.l \ and 641.14 
Unworked cast or rolled Rlass (including flashed or wired glass) whether 
figured or not, in rectangles 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (including flashed glas.~) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including fla,h·:J or wired glass) in 
rectangles, surface ground or polished, but not funher worked, excluding 
non-wired glass for mirrors 
Cau, roltt•d, dr.1wn or hluwn ~las.; (indudintt fla\hC'd or wired gl., .•.j cut. to 
share other th;m re'-"tan~ul<lr sh<lpc, or benr or ,,~hC'rwi-.c W!•rkC'd l(ur 
example, ed~e worked or cn~raved), whether or not .. ,,rfat.:e ground nr p4•h· 
shed; 3cadt'J li~hts and rhe like 
Safc.:ty glass consisting of toughened or laminated gi<N;, .;hapccl or not 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view mirrors), unframed. framed or backed 
Carboys, bottles, jar~, pots, tubular containers and similar con~.lincrs, of 
glass, of a kind commonly used for the conveyance or packing of goods; 
stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Glasliware (other than articles falling within headin~ Xo 70.19) of a kind 
commonly used for table, kitchen, toilet or offk..: rurpo~es~ for indoor 
d(•coration, or fur ,jmilar u~c,, cxdudmg fire-rc~ivi:·,! J,:!it\sware ,,f a kind 
commonly UM'<I for t;thlc.· or kit<:hcn purrnsc\, wirh a low codfi~ic:nt of 
c:xran\ion, similar to Pyrex or l>urcx 
llfumin:ttin~ glaso;w01re, si~naiJing rJassware anJ OJlll~J! dt"ment\ of glass, 
n<at ortically worked nor of optica glass 
Glass of a kind used for sun glasses (but exclt~tlu•g glass suitable for 
corrective lenses), curved, bent, hollowed and the like 
. Multi-cellular glass in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and similar forms 
( 
IlNne Is 
Nom<"nclatu~ 
Mad•na No (N<.:<.:C) 
c:x 70.17 
c:x 70.21 
Chapter 71 
ex 71.12 
71.13 
ex 71.14 
71.16 
Chapter 73 
Chapter 74 
Chapter 76 
Chapter 78 
Chapter 79 
Chapter 82 
ex 82.01 
82.02 
ex R2.04 
82.09 
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Dc\.1.:; tpt&Oft 
Laboratory, hygiemc and pharmaceutical glassware:, whether or not fi:•:Jdu..ucd 
or calibrated, excludmg glassware for chcmicallaboratoru:s; gla~~ Jrlpoulcs 
Otner articles of gl.t~s. excluding articles for industry 
Articles of jewtllery, of 'ilver (indudmg ~ilverg1h or rl.wnum·rlated salver), 
or rolled precious metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goods falling w1thin 
heading No 71.12 
Other articles of prc..:rous metal or rolled precious metal, cxduding .lrtJCic:s 
and utcns1ls for work\hops and laboratories 
Imitation jewc:llc:ry 
Iron and steel and articles thereof, exduding: 
(a) Products within the juri~diction of the European Coal ant! c;fl·cl 
Community, falling Wlthm hcJdmp; No~ 7.l.01, n.(l:!, 73/H, ; 1.0~. 
7.J.06, 71.07, 7 3 ox, 7.1.09, 7.1. 10, 71.1 t, 7l.l2, 71.11, 7 l. J) anJ 71 I,, 
(b) Prudu, I\ f.tllang warhin hcJJ111~ 1\:o~ 7Ul2, 7.1.0~. 71 117 .1nd 71.14'> wluLh 
arc not withm the: turi~di•tion of the European Co.1l anJ '>ted C.•>~·•·uumry 
(c) Heading Nos 73.04, 73.17, 73.19, 7330, 73.33 and 7.1 14 and 'rrrn~s 
and leaves for sprrngs, of 1ron or steel, for ra!.lway coa.:hes, of h~JJong 
No 73.35 
Copper and articles thereof, excludin~ copper alloys contaminB more: than 
10% by wci~-:ht of nickd and articles fallmg within head1ng l'os 74.01, 74.02. 
74.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and articb thereof, excluding heading Nos 76 01 and 76.05 :tnd 
spools, reels and s•m•IJr supports for photo~traphlc and CJnemaro~r:tJ• 1·1ic 
film or for tapes, falms and the ltke falling wi1hin ~e.tJ•ng ~ .. ~2..12 
(ex 76.16) 
lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 79.01, /'1 o: :~nd ;'l n~ 
Hand tool~, the following: spades, shovels, picks, hoe~. forh and rakes; 
axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools; hay knives, gra~~ shears, t:mbc:r 
wc:d~tc:s and other tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulrurc: or 
forestry 
Saws (non-mechanical) and blades for hand or machine: uws (mcluding 
toothless saw blades) 
Porublc: for~e~; grind111g wheels with frameworks {h:tnd or ll<·dal nJl('r.l!C'.l); 
articles for domestic me 
Knh·c:s with cutting hL•Jes, serrated or not (including prunint: knives), other 
than knives fallmg wirhm heading No 82.06, and blad~:s thador 
Bru<<ds 
Nomendaru"' 
hcadmg No 
(NCLC) 
ex 82.11 
ex 82.13 
82.14 
82.15 
Chapter 83 
Chapter 84 
ex 84.06 
ex 84.10 
ex 84.11 
ex 84.12 
ex 84.14 
ex 84.15 
ex 84.17 
84.20 
ex 84.21 
ex 84.24 
n 84.25 
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Dcscnptoon 
Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other articles of cutlery (for example secareuA, hair cllrJ'ICrs, butchr-n' clta· 
vers, paper kmve~). cxcluJang hand-operated clipper~ and parts thereof 
Spoons, forks, fi,h-eaters, butrer-knives, ladles, and sanulu kitt:hen or table-
ware 
Handles of base metal for articles fallmg within headmg Nos 82.09, 82.13 
and 82.14 
Miscellaneous articles of base metal, excluding heading No 83.08, statuettct 
and other ornaments of a kind used indoors (ex 83.06) and beads and 
spangles (ex 83.09) 
Spark ignition enKine~. petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc or more~ 
internal combu,lt<tll t"n~ine,, ~emi daescl type; internal cnr•thU\tiOn t·n;:anc!, 
diesel type, of 37 k W or le\\; en ganes for motor-cyde~ and auto-~·y, !n 
Pump~ (includmg motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whctht"r or 
not fatted wnh mc."uring dcviu:-\ 
Aar pump~ and VJctlllm pumps (includang motor and !urbo-pump\), f.Jns, 
blower and the lake, wath integral motors, weighing Je,, than 15ll kg and 
faris or blowers wnhout motor, weaghing 100 kg or lcs~ 
Air-conditaoning machine~. self-contained, compri,ini a motor-dn .. en fan 
and elements for (hJngmg the temperature and humidaty of air, for domestic 
usc 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
Refrigerating cabinets and other refrigerating plant, equipped with a refri-
gerating umt 
ln~tantJneou~ or storage water heatcA, non-electric.:~) 
Weighing machinery (excluding halanccs of a sensitivity of 5 cg or 1-c:-rrcr), 
including wci~ht-orcratcd counting and checking malhincs; Y.c;.:.h,rg-
machme weaghr~ of all kinds 
Mechanacal appliance~ (whether or not hand ope:arcc) for projc-.'ting, 
d·~pcr~in~ or ~prayang li<juids or powders, for d0mc~t!C use; sim:lJr h.md 
operated appliance~ for agricultural use; similar app1iJncc~ for agricultural 
u~e. truck r1ountcd, weighing 60 kg or less 
Ploughs dc,igncd for tractor or animal draught, weighing 700 kp: or l~s; 
plough~ dc~agncd for mounting on tractors, wath tv. o or three shan:' or 
dascs; harrow~ de~igned for tractor or animal draught, wath fixed frame: work 
and fixed teeth; dt'c harrows, weaghing 700 kg or less 
Thrc~hct\; ITIJit.c lw,kt·r~ .1nd 111.111e thrc,hcn; harve,ltn1: '"·''hanc-r"V, anim.1l 
dr.1wn; ~1r.1w or fodder prt·"n; fJnning nulls ;and ~mniJr nuc.:hutn fur 
screcnmg seed~ and .:creal gr.1Jcrs 
Brussrls 
Nomcndarure 
hcadm~: No 
(!'CCC) 
84.27 
ex 84.28 
84.29 
ex84.34 
ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.59 
84.61 
ex 84.63 
Chapter 85 
ex 85.01 
85.03 
85.04 
ex 85.06 
85.10 
85.12 
ex 85.17 
ex 85.19 
ex 85.20 
ex 85.21 
85.23 
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Dacriprion 
Presses, cru~hers and other machinery, of a kind used in wine making, 
cider making, fruit juice preparation or the like 
Seed crushing machines; farm·type milling machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling indu~try, and other 
machinery (other than farm type machinery) for the working of cereals or 
dried leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shuttles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic use 
Machine tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonire (vulcanite), 
hard artificial plas~ic materials or other hard carving materials, other than 
machines falling within heading No 84.49 
Machinery for agglomerating, mouldina or ahapin~t ceumic paste. 
unhardened cements, pla~tering materials or other mineral products 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin 10ap manufacture 
Tapt, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler sheDs, tanks, 
vats and the like, including pressure reducing valves and thermostaticaUy-
controlled valves 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less; motors of 74 kW or less; rotary 
converters of 37 kW or less; transformers and static converters other than 
for radio-broadcasting, radiotelephonic, radiotelegnphic and television re-
ceivers 
Primary cells and primary batteries 
Elec:ttic accumulaton 
Room fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lampt, other than lamf11 falling 
within heading No 85.09 
Electric inst:mtaneous or storage water heaters and immer~!on he a ten; 
electric soil heating apparatus and electric space heati:1~ appar:.;tus; 
electric hair dre~sing appliances (for example, hair dryt·"~• hair curler~. 
curling tonr. hearer') and electric smoothin~: iron~; clcctrn·•hc:mic dor•(''t•c 
:IJ'I'Ii.lncc'; clcl'lric he.lling rc,istors, other th.tn tho~c of c.u!•,.n 
Electric sound signalling apparatus 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the 
protection of electrical circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical 
circuits (for example, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders and junction boxes) 
Electric filament lampt and electric discharge lamps, excluding infra-red and 
ultra-violet lamps 
Cathode-raY. tubes for televJ'sion sets. 
Insulated (inclu<ling enamelled or anodize ) electric wire, c:1hle, bars, strip 
and the like (including co-axial cable), whether or not fitted "ith conne..:tors 
Bru,\Cis 
Nomnu.l.afl!re 
hC'.Hhna No 
(NCCC) 
85.25 
85.26 
85.27 
Chapter 87 
ex 87.02 
87.05 
ex 87.06 
.ex 87.11 
ex 87.12 
87.13 
Chapter 89 
ex 89.01 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 
ex 90.26 
Chapter 92 
92.12 
Chapter 93 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 
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-------------------
Insulator~ of any material 
lnsubting fming~ for ele-ctrical machines, appliances or equipment. being 
ftttin~~ wholly of im,!latm~ matenal apart from any minor compon<:nts of 
meta!Jncorpur.Hcd Jur,rg mouldmg \oldy for purpo'>C'> ot a~scmbly, f>ut not 
inciudtng in-;ulacors fallin~ within heading No 85.25 
ElectrkJI o.:ondt.it tubmg and jomt\ thc:rcfor,of ba\C metal lined With mwlatin& 
matcnal 
Motor vehicle~ for the public tramport of persons and m"tor vehide5 for the 
tramport of good~ or materials (excluding chassis mentioned in Note 2 to 
Chapter 87) 
Bod1c~ (indudmg c.tbs), for the motor vehicles fal!mg within headmg 
No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.0J 
Chass1s Without engmes, and parts thereof 
Invalid carriages (other than motoriud or otherwise mechanically propelled) 
Parts and aces,oric' of mvaltd carriage5 (other than motonzed or otherwise 
me_-hanKally propdld) 
Baby carriages and parts thereof 
Lighters and barge~; tankers d~igned to be towed; sa1lmg vessels ; in f lata b l e boatS 
of artificial plastic meterials. 
Ophthalmic lenses 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez.lorgnette5, 
goggles and the like: 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, protective 
or other 
Meters for hand-operated petrol pum~ and water meters (volumetric and 
tac··\Omctnc) 
Gramophone record~ and othc:-r ~ound or sim1lar recordrn~'; m:ttricc~ i•>r the 
proJuctton of rt·corJ,, prcp.ucd ncord blank,, ftlm for nH ch 1ntc.tl "'':nd 
n:corc!!!l~. prepared !.1[1<:,, wtte~. stnps and ltke artK!cs of .~ kmd commonly 
used fur sound or sin11l.u n:cord1;1g 
Sporting guns and rifles 
Wad~ for shotgum; ~porting cartridges, cartridge5 for revolvers, pistols and 
w.1lkmg stick gun,, ball or shot cartndges for target ~hooting guns of 
caltl-.rc' up to 'i mm; cartndge ca>c~ for sportmg gun~ .1nd sporting nflc:s, 
of mc:tJl and p.1perbo.1rd; bullets, shot and buckshot for 'porung gun> and 
sportmg nfles 
Furnuure .111d p.~r!s thereof; hcddang, mattres\es, ma!!rc" 'upports, cu,h1on1 
and sinulu stutfcJ furr11,hmgs, exdudmg hcadmg No 94.02 
• 
(3) 
BNSS~·· 
Nom~nclature 
hudmll No 
,(NU.{.) 
Chapter 96 
Chapter 97 
97.01 
97.02 
97.03 
c:x 97.05 
Chapter 98 
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Delcription 
.~ ' 
Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and sieves, excluding prepared knots and 
tufts for broom or brush making of heading No 96.01 and articles falling 
within heading Nos 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycles 
and tricycle~. and pedal motor cars); dolls' prams and dolls' rmh chairs 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamers and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles, excluding stylograph pen~ fallmg within 
heading No 98.03 and excluding heading Nos 98.04, 98.10, 98.11, 98.14 and 
98.15 
ccr 
bu<hng 
No 
31.02 
31.03 
31.05 
ex 73.37 
cx84.01 
84.06 
84.10 
ANNEX II 
Dnc:ription 
Mineral or chemical fertilizen, nitrogenous 
Mineral or chemical fertilizen, phosphatic 
Other fertilizer~; ~oods of the pre~cnt Chapter m 
tablet,, lot.cnges and ~im.Jar prepared forms or in 
packing' of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg: 
A. Other fertilizers: 
I. Containing the three fertilizing substances: 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
II. Containing the two fertili1.ing substances: 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (excludm~ ho1ler~ of headm~ No R4.01) and 
radiators, for central heatin~. nor elc..rrically heated, 
and part' thereof, of iron or 'rn·l; air ht·;lta~ and hot 
air dJ\tnburor' (lllduJifl~ th"'c whi, h cw Jl,o JJ,tnhutc 
cool t1r cunduwned ;ur), not c:lntr~<:ally heated, incur· 
porating a motor-Jnven fan or blower, and parts 
thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Boilers for central heating 
Steam and other vapour generating botlers (excluding 
central heating hot water boilers capable also of 
producmg low pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers: 
- Of a power of 32 MW or less 
Internal combustion piston engines: 
C. Other engim·,: 
ex II. C.umprc"i•m i~nitiun enginn: 
- Of a power of le\\ th.m 37 k W 
Pump~ (includin~ motor pump~ and turbo pump~) for 
liquid~. whether or nut fitted with mea,unrtg deu.:e~; 
liquid dc:vators of bucket, cham, screw, band a.1d Similar 
lunds: 
ex A. Delivery pumps fitted, or designed to be fitted, 
with a mca~uring device, other than pumps for 
dispensing fuel 
B. Other pumps 
C. Liquid elevator~ of bucket, chain, ~erew, band 
and similar kinJs 
• 
~ 4.000 tonnes 
20.000 EUA 
1.500 EUA 
3.000 EuA 
30.000 EUA 
• 
84.14 
ex 84.20 
Dacriprioll 
Industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens, non· 
electric: 
ex B. Other: 
- Parts of steel, for cement ovens 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensiti· 
viry of S cg or better) including weight-operated 
counting and checking machines; weighing machine 
weights of all kinds, other than: 
- Baby scales 
- Prcci~ion scales graduated in grams for domestic 
usc 
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
1~.01 F.l«tric.d Jt•HMI• uf the following dc•c:ription•: aencra· 
tor•, "''''""• ,·unvcrra' (rur.try ur ~tatk), tr;•n~(ormer~, 
rn:llfu·n 01nd rc~:u(ying appar.uu•, induc:ron: 
A. Generators, moron (whether or not equipped 
with speed reducing, changing or step-up gear) 
and rotary converren: 
ex II. Other: 
ex C. Parts: 
- Moton of an output of not less than 
370 W and not more than 15 000 W 
- For motors of an output of noc le~;s than 370 
and not more than 15 000 W 
85.15 Radiotdt•J:raphic and radiotelephonic tran•mi~~ion and 
reception apparatus; radio-broadcasting an41 tclevi,ion 
tran•mi"ion and recrption appararu• (indudin~ rt'l't'i· 
vers irKurpnratina sound rccurdt•f\ or rc:prmluet·t\) ;lnd 
tc:lc\·1\ion tamera'; radio navi~ational aid arp;tr.ltu•, 
radar apparatus and radio remote: control appararu~: 
A. Radu•tdc~traphic and r:uiiotclt·phonic tr:tn•mi\\inn 
and rc.:c:ption apparatu\; radio-broadcaMing and 
rc:lc,· i\1on tran•mi~'ion and reception apparatus 
(induJin~t recei\'c:n incorporating sound recorders 
or reproducers) and televi~ion cameras: 
ex III. Receivers, whether or nor incorporating 
sound recorders or reproducers: 
~ Televi~ion 
1.000 EUA 
3.200 EUA 
30.000 EUA 
10.000 EUA 
< c r 
hr·.odzlli( 
N,, 
• 85.15 
(cont'd) 
ex 85.23 
87.02 
Du.:ropuon 
C. Parts: 
I. Cabinets and cases: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For televi~ion receivers 
ex b) Of other materials: 
- For television receivers 
ex III. Other: 
- Chassis for television receivers and their 
parts, assembled or mounted 
- Printed circuit boards for television recei-
vers 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric 
wire, cable, bars, strip and the like (inciuding co-axial 
cable), whether or not fitted with connectors: 
- Cables for television aerials 
Motor vehicle~ for the rramport of per,ons, good~ or 
material~ (mdudmg sports motor vehicles, other than 
thow: of heading No 87.09): 
A. For the tran~port of person~. including vehicles 
de~igned for the tran\p<Ht of both pas~engers and 
goods: 
I. With either a spark ignition or a compression 
ignition engine: · 
ex a) Motor vehicles and buses with either a 
spark ignition engine of a cylinder capacity 
of 2 800 cc or more or a compression 
ignition engine of a cylinder capacity of 
2 500 cc or more: 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
ex b) Other: 
- Complete, with a searing capacity of 
more than six 
87.05 Bodies (including cah\), for the motor veh1cles falling 
within heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03: 
ex A. Bodies and cabs of metal for the industrial 
assembly of: 
- Aj!ricultural walking tractors falling within 
subheading 87.01 A, 
- Motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
including veh1des designed for the transport 
of both passengers and goods, with a seating 
capacity of more than six and less than 15, 
• 
15.000 EU'A 
30.000 EUA 
100.000 EUA' 
• 
ccr 
hcJJ,.,g 
l\u 
87.05 
(cont'd) 
Description 
- Motor vehicles for the transport of goods or 
materials, with either a spark ignition engine 
of a cylinder capacity of less than 2 800 cc or a 
comprc,~ion ignition engine of a cylinder 
capacity of less than 2 .SOO cc, 
- Special purpose motor lorries and vans of 
heading No 87.03 (a) 
ex B. Other: 
- Bodies and cabs of metal, other than for 
motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
with a seating capacity of six or less 
1~000 EtTA 
(a) f.nay IIJidcr thia IUbhcaclint ileubjcct to conditiona to be determined by the competent authoririca. 
07.05 Dried Leguminous vegetables, shel-
led, whether·or not skinned or 
split : 
B. Other 
ex. I. Peas (including chick 
peas) and beans (of the 
species Phaseolus) : 
Chick peas and be~~s 
(of the species 
Phaseolus) 
II. Lentils 
)00 tonnes 
2.000 tonnes 
TO BE ANNEXED TO THE 
PROTOCOL 
JOINT DECLARATION BY THE DELEGATION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND THE MOROCCAN DELEGATION 
In the course of the negotiations which were held in connection with 
the adaptation of the EEC-Morocco Co-operation Agreement consequent on 
the accession of Greece, the Moroccan Delegation made a number of 
observations regarding the consultation procedure provided for in 
Article 50 of the Agreement, which must be put into operation in the 
event of a third State acceding to the Community. 
The Moroccan Delegation underlined the specific nature of the Greek 
case and stressed that for the subsequent stages of enlargement both 
the procedure and the substance of adaptation should be adjusted to the 
nature and extent of the problems raised by accession of the third State 
concerned. It hoped that a suitable formula for consultations would be 
worked out for the future so that solutions could be sought at the same 
time as the negotiations for accession. 
The Community Delegation noted these observations. 
The Community Delegation pointed out that the Community would make every 
effort to take into consideration the particular points of concern of 
its Mediterranean partners and therefore of Morocco when it was examining 
the consequences of further enlargement on third countries. 
• 
• 
PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES OF 
THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE KINGDOM OF 
MOROCCO CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY. 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
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THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one part, 
and THE KINGDOM OF MOROCCO 
of the other part, 
• 
• 
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CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one part, and the Kingdom of Morocco 
of the other part, signed at Brussels on 27 April 1976, hereinafter 
called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL 
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement signed 
in Brussels on 27 April 1976. 
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TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement including the annex, forming an integral 
part thereof, drawn up in Greek, is authentic in the same way as the 
original text. The Joint Committee shall approve the Greek version. 
• 
• 
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TITL£ II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each duty 
shall be reduced_ to 90% of the basic duty, 
on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 4 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 3 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 5 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each charqe shall 
be reduced to 90 % of the basic rate, 
on 1st Janu~ry 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 % of the 
basic rate 
- 5 "' 
the four other reductions of 20 r. each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall~ for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 in respect of 
the Community of Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic andMorocco shall be abolished. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic sus~ends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on oroductsimoorted from the Community of Nine, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same Level, 
these duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Morocco. 
Article 7 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Morocco shall be eLiminated 
fn accordance with tne following timetable : 
from the date of this Protocol's entry into force 25 •; ,. , 
1st January 1982 25 r., 
1st January 1983 25 X, 
1st January 1984 25 ., A. 
2. If the Hellenic Rerublic reduces towards the Com~unity 
of Nine a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Morocco. 
• 
• 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 8 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessary 
to the origin rules consequent on the accession of the Hellenic 
Republic to the European Communities. 
Article 9 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on the first day 
of the second month following notification of the completion of the 
necessary procedures by the Contracting Parties. 
Article 11 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicata, in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Greek, Italian and Arabic languages, each of these 
texts being equally authentic. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
laying down the arrangements applic-
able to trade between Greece and 
Morocco 
THE COUNCIL OF THE. EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas a Protocol to the Co-operation Agreement between the European 
(1) 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco, hereinafter re-
ferred to respectivELy as the "Protocol" and the "Agreement", to take 
account of the accc~sion of the Helle;•ic Republic to the Community was 
i~itialled on 22 July 1981; 
Whereas,pending the entry into force of the Protocol, 
the Community should, in the light of the provisions of the said Protocol, 
lay down autonomous~y the arrangements applicable to trade between Greece 
ar>d Morocco; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
Until the entry into force of the Protocol, the arrange-
Ments applicable to trade between Greece and 
Morocco shall be those resulting from the provisions of the Agree-
ment, as amended in accordance with the Annex to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. It shall 
expire upon the entry into force of the Protocol. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
(1) OJ No L 264, 27.9.1978', p. 2 
• 
• SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION 
OF THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND 
KINGDOM OF MOROCCO 
CONSEQUENT UPON THE ACCESSION OF 
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC. 
Article 1 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on products originating in 
Morocco in accordance with the following timetable : 
- on the date of this Regulations's entry into force each duty 
shall be reduced to 90 X of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X of the 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on : 
1st January 1983, 
- 1st January 1984, 
- 1st January 1985, 
- 1st January 1986. 
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Article 2 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in A~ticle 1 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect of Morocco on 1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
bcsic duty shall be 17,2 % ad valorem. 
Article 3 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent e~fect to customs 
duties on products originating in Morocco in accordance with the 
following timetable : 
on the date of this Regulation's entry into force each charge 
shall be reduced to 90 %of the basi~ rate, 
on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic rate, 
the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 
in respect of the Communityof Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Morocco shaLL be abolished. 
Article 4 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community 
of Nine more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Morocco. 
• 
• 
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Article 5 
1. The variable component which the Hellenic Republic may apply 
to products covered by Council Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 
of 11 November 1980 laying down the trade arrangements applic-
able to certain goods resulting from the processing of agri-
cultural products, originating in Morocco , shall be adjusted 
by the compensatory amount applied in trade between the Com-
munity of Nine and Greece. 
2. For the products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 and 
also listed in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic 
shall abolish, in accordance with the timetable laid down in 
Article 1, the difference between : 
the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the 
Hellenic Republic upon accession, and 
the duty (other than the variable component) resulting 
from the provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 6 
In the case of products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
In no case should Greek imports from Morocco benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community 
of Nine. 
Article 7 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Morocco. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II, 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 X at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 X at the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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Where a quota is expressed in terms of both volume and value, 
the quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at least 20 % 
a year and the quota relating to the value by at least 25 r. a year, 
the succeeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of 
the precedi~g quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the quota shall be raised by 20 r. a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a product listed in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 r. of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalize imports of that 
product originating in M~occo,if the product in question is at that 
time liberal~zed towards the Community of Nine. 
5. If the Hellenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community of Nine or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community of Nine, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Moro~o or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding licences for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating in Egypt the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community of Nine, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers fall1ng within the head1ng 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 8 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Morocco shall be 
eliminated in accordance with the following timetable : 
on the date of this 
1st January 1982 
1st January 1983 
1st January 1984 
Regulation's entry into force 
25 r. 
25 r. 
25 r.. 
25 % 
• 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• > shall be 
abolished by Greece on entry into force of this Regultion in 
respect of products originating in Morocco subject to the pro-
visions of Article 65 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Morocco. 
N.B. Annexes I and II of the Protocol should follow on from here. 
DRAFT DECISION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, 
MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
laying down the arrangements applicable 
to trade between 
Greece and Morocco 
in products covered by that Community 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE 
EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Whereas the Member States have concluded among themselves the Treaty 
establishing the European Coal and Steel Community; 
Whereas a Protocol to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
. d ( 1) European Coal and Steel Community and the K1ng om of Morocco 
hereinafter referred to respectively as the "Protocol" a11d the "Agreement", 
to take accou~t of the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the Community 
was initialled on 22 July 1981; 
Whereas,pending the entry into force of the Protocol, 
the Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community should, 
in the Light of the provisions of the said Protocol, Lay down autonomously 
the arrangements applicable to trade between Greece and Morocco; 
In agreement with the Commission, 
HAVE DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article 1 
Until the entry into force of the Protocol, the arrange-
ments applicable to trade between Greece and 
Morocco shall be those resulting from the provisions of the 
Agreement, as amended in accordance with the Annex to this Decision. 
(1) OJ No L 264, 27.9.1978, p. 119 
• 
• 2. 
Article 2 
The 
/Member States shall take the measures necessary to implement this 
Decision. 
Done at Brussels, 
The President 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION OF 
THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY 
AND THE KINGDOM OF MOROCCO 
CONSEQUENT UPON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC 
Article 1 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force each 
duty shall be reduced to 90 ~of the basic duty, 
on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 r. 
of the basic duty, 
the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 2 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 1 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 3 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in Morocco 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force, each charge 
shall be reduced to 90 %of the basic rate, 
on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 % of the 
basic rate 
• 
• 
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the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Morocco shallbe abolished. 
Article 4 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on oroductsimported from the Community of Nine, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same level, 
these duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Morocco. 
Article 5 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with ~egard to products originating in Egypt shall be 
eliminated, with the following timetable : 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force 25 X 
1st January 1982 25 %, 
1st January 1983 25 %, 
1st January 1984 25 %. 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Morocco. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concludinq a protocol to 
the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic 
Community and t~e Arab Republic of Syria 
to take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Com~unity 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEA~ COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Europ~an Econo~ic 
Com~unity, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having r~gard to the proposal from the CoMmission, 
Having r~gard to t~e o~inion of th~ European Parlia~ent, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Arab Republic of 
Syria (1) to take account of the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community, hereinafter referred to as the "Fro'~ocol", 
HAS ADOPTED this Regulation : 
Article 1 
Th~ Protocol is approved on behalf the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is annexed to this Regulation. 
Art.;:: le 2 -
The President of the CounciL shall giv~ the notifica_t,ion r~ferr~d to 
in Article 13 of the Protocol. 
(1) O.J. NO L 269, 27.Y.1978, p. 2 
• 
.. 
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Articl@ 3 
This Regulation shall @nt@r into force on the day folloving fts 
publicat;on in th@ Official Journal of the European Co~mun;ties. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entir@ty and directly applfc• 
able in all "ember States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For th@ Council 
Th@ President 
PROTOCOL TO THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF 
SYRIA CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE HELLENIC 
REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY. 
• 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark. 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
Whose States are Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, 
and THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
and THE PRESIDENT OF THE ARAa REPUBLIC OF SYRIA, 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European 
Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Arab Republic of Syria, signed at Brussels 
on 18 January 1977 hereafter called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community and 
to conclude this Protocol, 
And to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries 
• 
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Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement and 
to the Declarations annexed to the Final Act signed in Brussels 
on 18 January 1977. 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and Protocol 
forminq an integral part thereof and the declarations a~nexed to the 
Final Act , drawn up in Greek, are authentic in the same way as 
are the original texts. The Cooperation Council shall approve 
the Greek version. 
TITLE II 
Transitional measures. 
Article 3 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on imports of products originating 
in Syria in accordance with the following timetable 
-on the date of this Protocol's entry in force, each duty shall 
be reduced to 90 % of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 ~ of the 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 ~ each shall be made on : 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
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Article 4 
1. For the products Listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 3 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect of Syria on 1st July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 % ad valorem. 
Article 5 
1. For the products Listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on imports of products oriqinating in Syria in accordance 
with the following tinEtable : 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each charge shall 
be reduced to 90 % of the basic rate, 
on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 r. 
of the basic rate, 
the four other reductions of 20 r. each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 
in respect of the Community of Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Syria shall be abolished. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community 
of Nine, . more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Syria. 
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Article 7 
1. The variable component which the Hellenic Republic may apply to 
products covered by Council Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 of 11 
November 1980 Laying down the trade arrangements applicable to 
certains goods resulting from the processing of agricultural 
products, originating in Syria, shall be adjusted by the compensatory 
amount applied in trade between the Community of Nine and Greece. 
2. For the products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 and also 
Listed in Annex 1 to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic shall 
abolish, in accordance with the timetable Laid down in Article 3, 
the difference between : 
- the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenic 
Republic upon accession, and 
- the duty (other than the variable component) resulting from the 
provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products Listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
In no case should Greek imports from Syria benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community 
of Nine. 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Syria. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II~ 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 r. at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 % at the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the'quota shaLL be raised by 20% a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a ~rc~~ct lis~2d in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been Less than 90 % of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall Liberalize imports of that 
product originating in Syria if the product in question is at that 
time Liberalized towards the Community of Nine. 
5. If the Hellenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community of Nine or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community of Nine, 
beyond the minimum rate as Laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also Liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Syria or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding Licences for imnorts of products Listed in Annex II and 
originating in Syria the Hellenic Republic shall apply th•! S(lflle 
ad~inistrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community of Nine, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers falling within the heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Syria shall be 
eliminated in accordance with the foLLowinq timetable: 
-on the date of this Protocol's entry into force 25 %, 
1st January 1982 25 % 
1st January 1983 25 % 
~ 1st January 1984 25 r.. 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• ) shall be 
abolished by Greece on entry into force of this Protocol in respect 
of products originating in Syria subject to the provisions of 
Article 65 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraph 1 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Syria. 
TITLE III 
General and Final Provisions 
Article 11 
The Co-operation Council shall make any amendments which may be 
necessary to the origin rules consequent upoh the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integrall part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol will be approved by the cpntra~ting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter irto force on the first 
day of the second month following notificatidn by the contracting 
parties of the completion of such procedures. 
Article 14. 
This Protocol is drawn up, in duplicate, in the Arabic, Danish, Dutch, 
English, French, German, Greek and Italian ~anauaaes, each of th~~P 
teMts being eoually authentic. 
P,ru"'W'!1 
r.;.,.-.-r'l,.JP\·~ 
hr.-.~. 'IC ~•) 
,-...(1,_ (.' 
Cbpter 13 
ex 13.02 
ex 13.03 
Chapter 14 
ex 14.05 
Chapter U 
ex 15.05 
Cll 15.06 
15.08 
15.10 
15.11 
cxl5.15 
15.16 
ex 15.17 
Chapter 17 
ex 17.02 
17.04 
Chapter 11 
ex 1 ~.02 
19.03 
c:x I ':1.07 
19.08 
ANNEX I 
LIST REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3. 
Dacr1pc 10ft 
Incense 
Pcctatcs 
V a Ionia, aaJI nua 
Wool grease stearin 
Other ammal oils and fats (includina faa from bones and wutc), 
cxcludmg nut's foot oal · 
Animal and vcjtcuhle oil,, hmlcd, oxid1zed;- dehydrated, sulphunud, 
hluwn or polymer.zeJ by hut an v.acuum or in incn gu, or ocherwLIC 
moJd1cd 
Fatty aads, ac1d 01ls from rdinang, fatty alcohola 
Glycerol and glycerol lycs 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or noc coloured 
Vegetable waxe1, whether or not coloured 
Degru 
Lactose and Lactose syrup containing in the dry state, 99 r. 
or more by weight of the pure product ; glucose and glucose syrup 
containing in the dry state, 99% or more by weight of the pure 
Sugar confectionery, not contaimng cocoa product. 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, excludin& headin& N06 11.01 and 11.02 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spaghetti :and sim1lar producta 
rrcp.Hcd food~ ohr.1incd hy ~wcll•n~ or ro.:a,tin~~: of ceruls or cereal 
pr .. ,lucl' (!"died nu·, <orn fl.1l..c, .1nd \lnHIJr prndu,rs) 
l'o~c.1d, )IHp' bl,lllltS Jnd other ord1'1ary bakers' warc:<i, not containi:1;..; 
adJ,J w~.1r, honey, q;t:'• f.H~, dl('l.'~c or fru1t 
ra~try, bi~.:u1ts, c.1kc) and other fmc: bJ.l..c:rs' wares, whether or not conr.aimng 
cocoJ. m any proporuon 
p,,ll,'f":, 
Nunu 11"' l.dure 
hc-,..! .. ,tt Nu 
lMU.) 
Ch:tpter 21 
Chapter 22 
21.01 
21.02 
22.03 
22.06 
a 22.08 
ex 21.09 
Chapter 24 
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Miscellaneous edible preparations, excluding heading Nos 21.0S and 21.07 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, icc and 1now 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aer.ued waters and other 
nun-JI,ohoh" hcvcr.•;:c:,, nor mdudmg frun and vq:ero~hlc JUICes f.all1n1 
within h,·.Hlmg No l.0.07 
Beer made from malt 
Vermouths and other wines of. fresh grapes flavoured witb 
aromatic extracts 
Ethyl aknhol or neutral \pirit\, undenarurcJ of a strc:n~:rh of RO" or higher; 
dc:no~turcd 'Pirit\ (mduJm~ ethyl alcohol and neutral 'Pint\) of any strcn~t•h, 
cxdudln~ thu,c: Jcn\"cd from aJo:ru:ultural produch Ja,rc:J an Annex II to tbe 
Treaty e~to~bJ.,hmg the Cummunny 
Ethyl akohol or neutral 'J'Iirit\, undenatured of a .rrcngth of less than 110", 
exduJm~ eth)·l .1kohul Jc:rl\cJ from a~ru;ultural prcodu.:h la\tc:J an Annex II 
.to rhe Treaty C\IJhJa,han.: the: Communary; liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations 
<known as concentrated extracts) for the manufacture 
of beverages 
24.02 Manufactured tobacco; tobacco e.xuacu and eucnca 
Chapter 2.S 
25.20 
2S.22 
25.23 
cx25.JO 
ex 2.5.32 
Charrcr 27 
27.0~ bil 
27.06 
17.08 
ex 27.10 
ex 27.11 
Gypsum; anhydrite; calcined ~~um, and pla.ren w1th a ba,i• of ca1cium 
sulphate, whether or not coloured. but DOt includ1ng pla,rcn spcc:ially 
prepared for usc: an dcntJ'try. 
Quicklime, 1lakeJ lime and hydraulic lime, other than cakium oxide and 
hydroxadc 
Portland cement, ciment fondu, slag umcnt, supc"ulphate cement and 
•mul:tr hyJrauh" Ct'mt'nU, wht'thcr or noc colourc:J or an rhe furm of 
dmL.c-r 
Crude natural bonc acid containing nor more rh.an 8.$ % of H 1801 
calcuiJted on rh~ dry Wt'lt-:ht 
Earth colour~, whether or not calcined or mixed to):cther; santoran, po~ 
lanJ, tra'~ and 'imilar urth,, ust'd in making hydro~ulic cemenh. whether 
or not powdcrc:J 
Coal g3,, wat~r It•'· rrodnc~r ga• and similar gases 
Tar di,rillcd from coal, from lignite or fr,c:im peat, and other mineral tan, 
includ~n~ partially di,t1llcd tars and blt'nd$ of pitch with crt"osorc oils or 
with mhn coal I .If dl\tlll.uion produc" 
I 
rar.:h .1nd pit~h coke, ut.r.•m•·d from cual ~~r or from other mant'ul tan 
Mineral ()il• and grca~' fur lubricating purposes 
Petroleum tta~c' and orhc:r gJscous hydrocarbons, cxc:ludintt propane of a 
purity nor le•• than !#~% for usc other than as a power or heating fuel 
llru,..-1• 
Nomrnd.1rurc 
hc.aJcnr: "'\u 
(!'.( ( ( ) 
27.12 
27.13 
27.1-4 
27.15 
27.16 
Chapter 21 
ex 28.01 
ex 28.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
28.10 
28.12 
28.13 
28.1S 
28.16 
28.17 
ex 28.19 
ex 211.20 
28.22 
ex 2!1.23 
ex 2!1.27 
28.29 
ex zs. H 
28.15 
28.16 
2R.l7 
ex 211.111 
ex 28.40 
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Petroleum jelly 
Paraff1n wax, micro-cry~tallme wa'IC, ~lack wax, ozokewc. hgnite wax, rue 
wax and other mmerJ.I waxc~. whether or not coloured 
Petroleum baumen, petroleum coke and other residues oi ~oleum otis 
or of o.Js ohtamed from b1tummous mmerals 
Bitumen and a~phalt, natural; bituminous shale, asphJ!tic rock and tar 
und~ 
Buummous mixtures based on natural a~ph:tlt, on nJtural bitumen, on 
pcrrokum bitumen, on mmeral tar ot on mineral tar p•tch (for exo~mple, 
bituminous mutics, cut-backs) 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (including ozone) and nitrop 
Hydrochloric aCid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
N1tric acid; sulphon1troc ae~Js 
Pho~rhorus pcntox1Je and phosphocic acid• (meta-, octho- and pyro-) 
Bone oxide and bone acid 
Other inorftamc acid~ and oxygen compounds of non-mnala (exclud11111 
water) 
Sulph1des or non-metals; phosphorua tri•ulphidc 
Ar1nwnia, anhydrous or an aqueous aolut1on 
Sodn•m hyJrox1Je (~.;~ust1c wdo~); potasilum hydroxide (cautric: poruh)o 
pcrox•Jes of l<>d•um or pot.hMUm 
Zmc oxide 
Iron ox•J~. includm~ earth coloun conrainins 70% or mo~ by weight 
of comh~r~cd iron evaluated u Fe10 1 
Red lead and l1tharge 
Fluorides; fluoro'lll(at~, fluoroborares and other complex fluorine salts 
MJJ.:nnJUm chlorid~. calcium chloride 
llypmhlontc'; comm~rci.;~) c~lcJUm hypochlome; chlorircs 
Sulph1Jc:,; poly,ulph1de\ 
Oithionires, includllli-: those st.;~bilizcd with organic substances; sulphoxylates 
Sulphttn .&nJ thio,ulphate' 
SoJ1um, h.&num, 1ron, zmc, nugn~ium and alunumum lulph.&tes: .alum• 
Ph<» phi res, hypopho\phucs anJ phosphates, e11duJm~ bib.;mc lead pho,ph.arc 
l'ru,~rl• 
Nu"'rth I,, ure 
hr.a'l'''tt :-.o 
IM \\.) 
ex 28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
28.54 
elli 2!1.56 
ex 211.58 
Charter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.42 
29.43 
Charter 30 
ex 30.02 
ex JO.oJ 
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()roo. .......... 
Carbonate~. including commercial ammonium carbon:lte containing amm~ 
nium carbamate, cxduding lead hydrocarbonate (whne lud) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodium ~ili"te and potassium silicate, including c:ommercialaradcs 
Refined borax 
Arsenites and arsenate$ 
Hydrogen pcrioxide (including solid hydroaeo peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conduc:tivity water and water of aimilar puriry 
Hydrocarbons for usc as power or heatina fucla; NaphthaJ,mc and a.nthraccne 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylcrhyl ether (diamyl C'thcr), dicthyl ether, anethole 
PalmnJC, stcarac and olei~ acids and tMir warcr soluble aaln; a.nhrdrida 
Tanaric, citric and gallic acids; cal1:ium tartrate 
Nitrottlycerine 
.Nicotine sulrhate 
Su~u,, chem•~ally rure, other than sucrov, ati\ICO'C and lacrow; sucar 
ether' and •u~o:ar e'tef', and their ult•, otMr than rroJuc:ts of headma 
Nos 29.JY, 2Y.41 and 29.42 
Antisera 
Medicaments (ancluding vetC"rinary medicaments), cxdudina the followina 
product~: 
- Anti-asthmatic cig:uC"ttcs 
- Quinine, cinchonmc, quinidine and their salrs, whether or Dot in the 
form of rroprit'lJ ry products 
- MorrhinC', coc.1inc and other narcoucs, whether or not in tM form of 
proprietary rroJucts 
- Antihwtics and prerarations based on antibiotics 
- Vitlmins and prerarations based on ''itamins 
- Sulphonamide~. hormone~ and preparations t..a~cd on hormonn 
30.04 Wa.JJIIll(, ~llll.e, h.anJ.a~c:~ .and ~inui.Jr artkiC'' (fur C'~.Jmplc, Jrc\\tOj.':t, 
aJhc,a.•c: pla~rcr,, poultt~·c~). unprc~nat~·d ur ~u.Jtc.l wHh ph.arnt:~.cullo.al 
&ub,t.lO~o.c~ or put up m ret.ul p.1~kmg~ fur rne.J•~.~ol .. r \urgl~o.oil purpu~s, 
other than aoods •pe,ificd in NotCl J lO this Chapter 
1\ru .. ,cft 
~f'mC"rhLuurc 
hc1,hna ~o 
i~LlLi 
Chapt~r 31 
ex Jl.OJ 
JJ.O.S 
Chapta 32 
ex 32.01 
ex 32.04 
ex 32.05 
32.06 
ex 32.07 
32.011 
32.09 
32.11 
32.12 
32.13 
Chapt~r 33 
ex 33.01 
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Mineral or ch~mical fc:rtil\urs, phosphatic, excluding: 
- Basic-slag 
Oi~intc):r:ttc:d (cakmcd) caktum pho,pharc:• (thermo pho,phat~ and 
fu~c.-J pho•phatc') :tnd c:akmcJ natural alummtUm calCium pho,rhatn 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate: contammg nor lc:~s than 0·2% of flu<•rinc: 
Other fc:rttliurs; goods of rhc: present Chapta in tahlcrs, loungC"' .&nd 
similar prepared form~ or in padungs of a gross weight not C'IC.;:c:c:dmg 10 lc.g 
Tannin~t extracts of vegetable: ongin;_tannint (tannic acid,), indudin" wara-
c:xtractc:J gaJJ.nut unnm 
Colounng nlJttcr of vc~cuhlc: on~m (mcludmg dyc:wood extract and orhc:r 
ve..:crahlc: dyl·mg c:xtrJd,, hut cxdudtnt<t mdtK'>, henna and chloroph~ll) or 
of ammal ortgtn, cxdudmg cochineal extract and kcrmcs 
Synthl·llo: or~:tm.: dyc,ruffs (mdudmg pt~ment dyr\tufh and excludma 
arttft.t.ll mJt;:o); ~y.:thl·u.; or~.1111.: proJu,r' of a l..mJ u-.cJ a lurmno-
pho•c\; produ.:t' of the kmd known as optu::.1l blc:a,h:ng agents, sub-
.ran!I\C: ro rhc f1bre 
Colour lo~hs 
Other colounng matter, ~xcludm~t: 
(a) morhante pl~:mt·nt\ or r1):mcnr. of mineral on~m. -.·hctha or not 
cont.lllllll~ other 'uh,t.lnln t. ... Jrrarmg dvctn~. ba•cd on co~dmrum ulr•, 
(b) ,hronu: ,olour\ and Prm~1an blue; inorgamc produ,ts of 1 lund uKd 
;a~ lumrnophorc\ 
Prepared ptJ!IllCnt\, prepared opacrfrer• and prepared colour•, vrtro'oable 
enarn.l~ and ~:l.l7t''• loqtnJ Ju,rrn anJ •1n111.lr product\, of the lonJ u" J 1n 
rhc.- {<'r.Jnllc, t'rLtr•orllrnJ! .1nd rJ"' mdtl\trtn, cn~nht·• t,J,I •l. J!l,a,, fr:: .ar-J 
othn !!)~,~. 111 the form of powJt·r, p~null", or fl~kc, 
Varni,hc, and latlJIICr•; dl\tcmper~; prepared W.ltc:r pa~mcnt\ of the kmd 
u<c,l for fm"h;n~ lc.Jthcr; farnt< and enamel'; p1gml•nr~ Cl'f'<:r"C:d 111 lr·~'ccd 
od, "h11c <prrrr, <plrlt\ o rurpcnnne, or othc.-r media of .J lond u•cd In 
the :•nnuf.Kturc of paonrs or enamel<; sramf.'"i! forls; dyC' or <>tl-:c:r col<··mn~ 
m.wcr rn form' or p.tckmg\ of a kmd 5<> d by retarl; •o!-r~:ons a• .,!, toned 
by !'ore 4 ro rhr~ Chapter 
Prepared driers 
Glnicr,' putty; ~rafting purty; painters' fillin~t!; non-rcfrat"tory surf .acing 
pn:paranon<; ~topping, ~calmg and sim1lar ma,ric~, anduJinJ! resin mJ\IICI 
and cements 
Writing ink, printing mk and other inh 
Essential oils (rerpenc:less or not); concretes and al>,olur~; r~inoids, 
cxdudmg e\\ences of ro<es, rosemary, eucalyptus, 'andalwood and 'cd.1r; 
resinOid\; conccntr Jtes of cs~cnnal 01ls in fats, in fDced 011,, or in waxes 
or rhe hke, obramc:d by cold absorption or by maceration 
llruowla 
Nnmru,l•ture 
lwa.Jm1 Nu 
(Nll9 
ex 33.06 
Chapter J.4 
Chapter JS 
Chapter 36 
Chapter 31 
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Eau de Cologne and other toilet waten; co,mctia and product• for the 
care of the skin, hair and nail\; toothpqwders and toothpa,tC', pruJu .. u 
for oral hygiene; room deodori~ers, prepared, whether or not perfumed 
Soap, organic r.urface-active agents, w.ashing prer.1r .lflons, !ubri~Jrinll! 
prcpar.uions, :i.mficiJI waxes, prepared W3XC'i, J'Oihhmg and ~ounng 
prcp:lfJIIuns, canJles and similar anicles, modelling pastes and 'dental 
waxes' 
Albuminoid01l •uh,rancc:s• excluding ..,ovalbumin and lactalbumin 
glues ; enzymes. 
Expln .. ive'; pyrnrc,hnic products; rnatd\et; pyrophoric alloys; ccrta1n cum-
bu•uble prep.u .1Uun1 
37.03 Sensitized paper; paperboard and cloch. ancxposcd or exposed but DOC 
developed 
Olapter 31 
38.03 
38 09 
a38.11 
311.18 
a 38.19 
Chapter 39 
ex 39.02. 
ex 39.01 
ex 39.02. 
ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.0S 
ex 39.06 
Activate-d carbon; activated naJural mineral rroducft; animal black, 
indud1ng apc:nt animal bladt 
Wnnd l.lr; woud tar ,,.,, (nther than rhe cnmrn'IIC ,, o!vC'fll\ ln,J rtunncr• 
fo~Jim~t Wllhlll ht·.hllll~ r-.;, \K.J K); WCJ(>J UC'<"ute; ""oooof ll.lrhth.a, .1•< Iori(' •Ill; 
Vt'~to·t.thfc ptl,h 1tf .111 J.u1.l\, hrc:wrr,' J'll•h an,J \llllol II "'n'l'"'""h t._.,C'J 
on rmm or em \'qtt·t.ablc p114h; foundry cure han.lc" ba..cJ "" n~tt..ral 
rc'inous prm.lu~h 
01\inft"(!Jnt,, rn,ec;1141Jc\, rat po•'o"'• rc:'u.:rJC\ anJ "mtl.lr rr,Juch, 
put up m the form <•f ;nude~ ,u.h a' \ulrhur·trc.atc.l 1-anJ,, "' .• h and 
cantlk·,, fly-r.1pcr,, \U~k'i co.1tcJ wnh hc:u~hluruJ~· l .. :.c:une J',J ll., .and 
the l1ke; prcp.1r .alton\ ~:on'l'tinJl, of an at tl\'e produd ('u~n a' l>l> I) m1xed 
with other matcn.als and pur up in aero!>ul cuntamcrs rudy for u..c 
Composite solvents and thinners for varnishes and sim1lar products 
Prcp.ar.trions known as 'hqurJs tor hydr.-.uJ.c; tr.an .. rna ... at•n' (an p.aru,ular 
for hydraulic br.al.e<i) c;ontaining less than 70 Ofo by wctlht of pccrolcum 
oila or of oils obtained frorn bituminous minerals 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polystyrene in all in form'; other plastic material~. cetlulose ether' and 
esters, artificial resin•, excluding: ; 
(a) those in the forrn of ~tranules, f1ak~, powders, wal>te and Krap to be 
u'ic:d as uw rnaterials for the manufacture of the rroducts menrioncc! in 
this Chapter 
(b) ion exch:mgc:r!o 
P.ru .. da 
Nomcn"-!o~turc 
h<"~J~~-,~ No 
(l'O<..LQ 
~X 39.07 
Chapter 40 
Chapter 41 
Chapter 42 
Chapt~r 43 
Chapter 44 
Chapter 45 
45.03 
45.04 
Chapter 46 
Chapter 48 
ex 48.01 
48.03 
48.04 
n 48.05 
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Articles of m:uer1:t!\ of the lund~ dncnhcd in hcadmg So~ N.OI to 39.01\, 
cxcludm~o: f.m\ and h.1nd \<.:rccn~. non-rnetham,al, fr.1m" and handlc1 
thcrdor and p.1r1~ of \l~eh fr.HTI<'' anJ h.1nJlc\, and ~pool,, rn :, .1nJ \lrnd.u 
support~ for photo~rarh•.: anJ <lnc-m.ltogr.lphiC film or for 1.:1~'• flims and 
the hke fallmg w1rhm hcJJmg l'o 92.12 
Ruhher, synthet•c ruhhcr, fJctlce, .md artlcln tht'reof, excl,Jin~~: headmg 
No, 40.01, 40.02, 40.0~ .llld 40.tH, IJrcx (e"< 40 Of>), ~olut1on~ Jnd d"perswn• 
(ex 40.06), prot('Ctlvc d .. rhmg for wr~cons and radwlog":' and d1vers' 
su1t' (ex 40.13), and bulk fonno; or !>lock~. "rJp, W:t\te Jnd powder or 
h.uJc-nC"d ruhher (chor.Hc anJ \·uka•Hte) (cx 40 I~) 
Raw hides and \kms (other than fur,kms) and leather, cxdudm~ parchment· 
dress.cd leather and arudcs Lll1111g w11hm hcadmg Nos 41.01 and 41.09 
ArtiCles of leJther; sad,fl.:ry and harnns; travel p;oods, h:~ndbags and 
"m1l,u cont~u1cr\; arne It' of :~nunal gur j,pt her than 11lk worm I(Ul) 
Furskms and artlf"ia! fur; manuf.a"ures thereof 
Wood and amdn of wo .. J; W<><hl tharcual, excludm~o: hudmg f'o 44.01, 
art11.les of fl!:•re hudJmF, ho.1rJ lex 44.21, ex 44.23, ex 44 Z.,., ClC 44.2!<), 
spool~. reel~ and Slnlll~r 'urrort\ for photogr.1ph1C and '"1emato~r.Jrh1c 
film or for tape\, film' Jnd the like falling w11han heading r-io 9.2..12 {ex 
44.26) and wood pav1ng b!oci..s (c:x 44.28) 
Articles of natural cork 
AAAiomcr.atcd cork (bcmR cork a~Jdomcrarcd with or without a bind.1n1 
sub~tance) and art1cles ,,f OJfl.l'lomer.Hrd cork 
Manufacture of srraw, of c~parto and of other plaltmg matena!s; basketware 
and wiCkerwork, cxc!uJHlJI: plans anJ s1mdar products of plol!llng materials. 
for all uses, whether or not a•~cmblcd Jntv ~tnp~ (ex 46.02) 
Pa~r and paperhoard imclud1ng cellulose waddrng), 1n f'•lls or sh«t~. 
exclud1ng the followm~ product~; 
Ord1nary nrw~rrmt rPJde from chemical and mechani~l pu!p, wc:igh:rg 
n<>t "'"'~ rh.1n AO ~/m 1 
,\IJ".lll<lC papc:r 
( ~~~.lrcr!~ r.tpcr 
·r '""c r·'i't·r 
- I dtcr r·,J·cr 
Ccllulo'c w:.dd1ng 
- l !anJ-n•.1Jc p.1rcr and p:1pc:rho.:ard 
Parchment or !=rc.J•.qwwf paper and paperboard, and im1tanons thereof, 
and gl.ucd trJn,p.ucnr rarer, m roll~ or sheets 
Compmuc p.1pcr or p.1paboarJ {made by stickmg flat l::.yrrs to~ether W1th 
an aJhr:"H·), Jh>l ~urf.t,c· u>~tt·d or 1mprq;natcd, whether or not IOtern .. lly 
reinforced, in roils or ;h<'r:t~ 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flac •urface ahc:ets) 
cmboued m roll~ or •h.:.:ts 
Bru•wls 
NomrndaNre 
MaJtnll l'io 
(t-OU.C) 
ex 48.07 
ex 48.tl 
48.14 
ex 48.15 
48.16 
48.11 
48.19 
ex 48.21 
Charter 49 
ex 49.01 
ex 49.03 
ex 49.07 
49.09 
ex 49.10 
ex 49.11 
Chapter SO 
Chapter .SJ 
Chaptct 52 
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Dcacription 
Parer and rarc:rhoard, imrrc~nated, coatt'd, \Urfact'·Cnlourcd, \urf.:~ce· 
decorated or pnurcd (not cun~wurin.: prmtcd marta wu hm Ch.1rtt'r 49) 
in rull~ or \hcct,, cxdudm~ \quarc:d droawmg p.t('C.'r, g .. IJ p.1rcr or ,.Jvcr 
p.tper oand mutation' thereof, troan~fcr parer, indJcoator p.tpc:r oanJ urhcn\nued 
phurograph1.: paper 
Carbon papc:r 
Wrning blocks, cnvdopcs, letter cards, plain po'tcarJ,, correspondence 
carJ,; boxe~, pouches, wallets and writing compc:nJ•um\, of p.tpc:r or 
p.tperboarJ, cont.1ining only an a\'onment of paper suuonery 
Other parer or r·'rcrboard, cut to hizc or ~hare:, exdudmg cigarette paper, 
tares for tclt·type ma..:hmc\, rerfor.ttcd toape!> for monot)pe m;a,hmt's and 
cJlcul;arm.: mJ~ hmc:s, fllra r.1pc:n and f1her board~ (mduding tho\C for 
Clglr4'rte f1her up') and gummcJ ~mp 
1\uxc,, b.JK' an,l ulhcr P·" l.m~t ('ont.Jmcn, of r,.arl'f ur paperh••.ar.f; box 
f•lc,, lcttn tr·'Y'· ''or·•~~c: hoxn anJ anmi.H art•< c\, c.f p.1pcr ur p.1pcrt.uard, 
of a lunJ cmnmonly U\('J 1n ult••n, ~hops and the l1~c 
Rt'gi,tt'rs, t'Xcr•"' hooh, note books, memorandum l'>l·l<-ks, order booka, 
re•c•pt hook,, UJ.l'lt'~• blotUn~ pad~. hinder~ (loo~e-lc.lt ur other), hie coven 
and other \tation<·ry of p.1pc:r ur paperboard; ~1mple and other albums and 
book covers, of p.trcr or papcrbo.trd 
Paper or paperboard label,, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp shades; tablecloths and servienes, handkerchiefs and towels; dishes. 
plates, cups, tablemats, bottles, gluses 
Printed books, booklett, brochures and lcaflcta in the Creek lancuace 
Children's pkrurc books and poaintinJt books, srir~hed, cased or bound. 
printed wholly or panty in the Greek language 
Stamps not intended for public .erviu 
Picture po,tcards, Christmas and other pi~ure greeting cards, printed by anJ 
process, with or Without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, includirg calend.tr blocks, 
but ucluding calendars intenJc:d for publ.city purpo•cs, in otht'r !.:ns:uagcs 
than Greek 
Other printed 01atter, including printed pictures and phurosraphs, but n• 
eluding the folluwmg art ides: 
- Theatrical and photographic studio Kenery 
- Printed matter for publicity purposes (including travel publicity), printed 
in other languages than Greek 
Silk and waste silk 
Man-made f1bres (continuous) 
Metallized textiles 
r .... J,,d, 
So,,.,.,'" !.uure 
hr.l,!t'•jl ~0 
('(\C) 
Chapter SJ 
Chapter 54 
Clurrer 56 
Chapter 51 
Ch~pter 58 
Chapter 59 
Ch.apttr 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapur 62 
Cha:--rer 63 
Chapter 64 
Chapter 65 
Chapter U 
66.01 
Chaprtr 67 
ex 67.01 
67.02 
Cha~ter 68 
68.04 
68.06 
~.cr•rt•on 
Wool and other animal hair. cxcluJrng raw, hleached and undyed 
products of headmg Nos 53.01, 53.02, 53.03 aod 53.04 
Flax and ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cotton 
Or her vegetable texule marerrals, excludmg No 57.01; paper yarn and woven 
fabrrcs of paper varn 
Carpets, rut~. m.utrng and Upe\trres; pile and chenrlle fahrr,:~; narrow 
fahncs; tnmmrngs; tulle and other ncr fabrics; lace; embrordery 
Waddmg and felt; twine, cordage, ro~?CS and cables; spccral fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabrrcs; texult' aniclcs of a kind SUitable for 
mJu~trral U\e 
Knmc:d anJ crocheted good\ 
Anrdci of app.m:l and cl .. rhina 11cccssories of textile fabru.., other than 
knrttcd or crocheted good~ 
Other made: up rcxule artKlc:,, c:xcludrng fans and hand screens (ex 62.05) 
OIJ dothing and other tc:xrdc: anidc:s; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the hkc, pans of such articles 
Headgear and pans thereof 
Umbrellas and sunshade:\ (including walking-stick umbrellas, umbrella rmrs. 
and garden and •anular umbrella~) 
Fcathtr dusters 
Arnficial flowers, foliage or fruit and pans thereof; aniclcs made of artificial 
flower;, folragc: or frurr 
ll.lnd pobhr·1~ \tone:~. whc:T\tnne\, oil,tnnc:s, hone\ and the lrkc:, and mill· 
~~· nc<, s.:rr•l.i,tonc<, r,rrndrnjl. whcC'h Jnd rhe lrkt: (rncludtnll. J::rtndmjl., <harpcn· 
u•.:, r· .:"h'n~. trucrn~ and <'1111111~ "hct•J,, ht".1d,, d".:• . .1nJ pornt,), of natural 
\l••<~c (.t~'J',l<>mn.uul or not;, tof l)')'.l"nH·r.llcd n.:rt11r.1l or Jrftf,,,,d .. l>r.l\l•c\, 
or of p<>tlny, w11h or w•th•>IH ,ore,, ,J1.1nk,, ~o~ol-c:r,, :ll.J,., an,! rhc hkc uf 
orhcr m.•t•n.ll,, h111 1.\I!IHotll fr.'"'''""'~'; \lf:•ncnt' and other lnll''tcd puu 
of 'uch M••n•·, .111J wh~.,l .. of n.ltur.J! \lone (Jr,>•.lomcr.ued or no!), of 
a.:~lomcr.ucd nJiurJl or .arttiKa.ll aht.l,tvcs, ur of purrcry 
Natural or anrfkiJI ahra~iH: powda or grarn, on a base of ~oven fabric, 
of paper, or papc;rbo.ud or of other matcra.1ls, whether or noc cut to shape 
or sewn or otherwise m.uk up 
llru•"''' Nomcndnure 
hudonJI No 
(lloCl.C) 
68.09 
68.10 
68.11 
68.12 
68.14 
Chapter 69 
Chapt~70 
70.04 
70.0S 
ex 70.06 
70.08 
70.09 
70.10 
ex 70.13 
70.14 
ex 70.1S 
ex 70.16 
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IJncriplton 
Panels, board~, tilcs, bl<X"h and •imilar artu:les of ve~-:euble fibre, of wood 
fabrc:, of Mraw, of wood 'lh3vings or of wood wa•te hndudmg uwdu•t), 
a~:glomeratc:d with cement, plaster or wnh other minc•al b.ndmg ,ubstan'"~ 
Articles of plastering material 
Aru, It·• of cc:nu:nr (m.luJm~ ~1.1~ cement), of con.:rcte or of artafu.ul 
"one: (mduding granulo~h:d marble agglomerated warh ~cment), rcanfor.:ed 
or not 
Articles of a'bc~tt>s-ccment, of cc:llulosc: fibre-cement or the lake 
Fri.:tion material (•~ment\, dt\C\, washers, \trips, shc:ct,., pi.Jt~. rot!• and the 
lake) of a kind •uitable fur l>rah•, fc)r clutches or the J.ke, wnh a basi• 
of a'"'-"'"''• othc:r mineral \ul>,t.an•c" or of cellulu\1:, whethtr or not 
combined with rutile or other material• 
Ceramic prodtKI\, ududm~ heading Ncl\ 69.01, 69.02. other than 
bricks with a basis of magnesite and of magnesito-
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and 
1>9.0~, IIIC:n•al\ anJ arr.lr.IIU\ fur J;ahc.ratory an<l inJu•rnaJ 11\C, &;nntamc:r\ 
fur the tr.Jil'(>ctrl of ;a,· .. J, .Jil<lothc:r c:h,·mi,.al sroJU\"I\ .111J 3rlldc• ,,f .a lunJ 
11\l"J 111 .a~:ro• uhure, of ht·.tdliiK Nu 6'1.1)11, an por,cl.un arttdc:' ,,f hc ... Jut~ 
Nm 69.10, 69.14 o~nJ 1>'1.14 
Unworked ca•t or rolled ~tlass (includin& flashed or wired class) whcrhcr 
figured or nor, in rectangl~~ 
Unworkc:d drawn or blown glau (including flnh~d gin\) in rcctangks 
Cut, rulled, dro~wn or blown ~lau (mcluding fla•h·.d or wired ~tla\\) in 
rc:Ltan~lc~. 'urf.uc ~tround or poh\hed, but not further worked, excludifll 
non-wired glass fur mirrors 
C.a.t, rollnl, dr.1wn or hlown ~tla\\ (induding fla,hc,l ur wired gl-"') cut to 
,h.1pc: uth,·r th.an rc:~t.lll).:lll.tr \hol(lC, or bc:nt or ,,•hcrwi\C ~ .. rlo.cd rfur 
eXillll('l<·, c·•h:c Wnrlo.cJ or l"ll~:r.JvcJ), whether or not ·. trfa~c grc•u:.J or JW•h• 
shc:J; lco~JcJ h~ht\ and the lake 
Safety glau cun~l\ting of toughened or laminated &l.J", ~hapcd or not 
Glass mirrors (induding rear-view mirrors), unframed, framed or hacked 
Carboys, boule:,, jar~. ror,, tuhular containers and similar con: :m~rs. of 
~la\s, of a kind commonly u'cd for the conveyance or packmg of guods; 
stoprc:rs and other closure\, of glass 
Gl3•\ware (other than article\ falling within headin~: !':o 70.19) of a kind 
cnmmonly u~cd for rahlc, k1t~hcn, toilet or offt,c rur;'O\e\, for indoor 
JnorJuon, or for \lmtl.~r u~c,, c'duJ111~ fire-rc:'i'ttr'~ ~:.h\Wa•e of a k.nd 
cornn,nnly n•c·.! for t.1l>lc or kitd1c:n rufi'O\C\, wuh a low '()c;l:t-.lcnt of 
c:xp.lll\ln:l, •inul.ar to l'yrc:x ur l>un·x 
1llumm.um•~ ~'·'""' ·""• "~"·'11'"1( J.:la\\ware and OJ'''' ~I cl~mcnr• of &lo~• .. 
not opll<..tlly worked nur of optK.II gi.J\S 
Glau of a kind used for sun ~lasses ihur txdu.J,,g glass suitable for 
corrective len~c~). curved, bent, hullowed and the l1lo.c 
Multi-cellular pa51 in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and .imilar forms 
8ru"'..rl' 
Nnm~n(.i,1turc 
ht.1J1"Q: :'\.n 
(:o-U .. C 
ex 70.17 
ex 70.21 
Chapter 71 
ex 71.12 
71.13 
cx71.14 
71.16 
Chapter 73 
Chapter 74 
Chapter 76 
Chapter 78 
ex 82.01 
82.02 
ex R2.04 
82.09 
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Laboratory, hygieniC and pharmaceutiCal glas~ware, whether or not ~rJduated 
or calibrated, exdudmg gia"~are for ch.:mic.ll laboratonc\, glus am;lQules 
Orner amdc~ of gl.1", cxdudang articles for rndu\try 
Amcle' of Jewellery, of \llvcr (rndudrn11 tllvcr~tlh or pl.lllnum·platcJ "I,cr), 
or rolkJ prcdous nwtal on base mcro~l 
Am, les of p:,,JJ\mlth~' or silversmith~ wares and parn there•lf, of 
prcnou~ mero~l or rolled precrous metal, oth.:r than good\ falling w1than 
head1ng l'o 71.12 
Other arn,Je, of precious metal or rolled precaous metal, odudr'lg anr~lc:a 
and utcmrls for worinhop~ and lo~borarorres 
Jmitatron jewellery 
Iron and srecl and arrrdes thereof, exdudrng: 
(a) Produ.-t\ w11hrn the juri•d1ct1on of the Furopean Co~! and <;red 
\ommunnv, f.lll•nR w11hm hcJd•n~ l'n' 7l.Ol, -, P2, 7l.fll, -~ ()~, 
710t., 7107, 710><. n.o'l, 7110,71.11, 7U2, 7111. :"II~ and;'; lt. 
(b) p,,.,fu.t\ f~ll·n~ \\1rl11n h, .1<1111~ l\u• 71.112, 7l.O~. 71 f•~ .rnJ 71 If> .... tu,h 
arc""' ~11h111 rhe JllllHk ''""of rhe Eurup<"Jn ( o.1l ~n,l '•eel (or·:·"'""')' 
(c) Hc-o~dmg Nos 7l.!l4, 73.17, 7J.I9, 73.W, 73.33 and n '• and 'r'''"l!' 
and lcJves k•r 5prtn~'• of rror. or ued, for ratlway (oo~,hCi, of h<~Jmg 
No73.l5 
Copper and arflclt' rhereof, ex, ludH'I! copper alloy' eontJm·n,; morc rho~n 
IO~'o hy wc•ght of md.cl anJ ,iif!ldcs fo~llrng wahrn hco~dmh l\.us 7•.01, 74.02,. 
74.06 and i4.1l 
Alumrnium and art•• k< thereof, excludrn~t heaJ•ng l'os 7t. 01 and 7f;.fl~ :tnd 
'pool•. reel, and ,,m.JJr ~urrorrs for phutngraphiC anJ .:•nem.1to,.:~ Jphrc 
frlm or for tapes, idm~ anJ the !JJ.:c fallmg w11hrn h<.ldtng '\:o '>'!.12 
(ex 76.16) 
lead and artid~ thereof 
Zan<: and articles there-of, excluding he.rdin~t Nos 79.01, i'~ n;;. :1nd 79.(H 
Hand t00l•, the followm~t: sp.tdt', shovel~, pich, hOC", fork\ and •Jke1; 
axe,,!--:'! h""k' ar1d ••n••br hewm~ to"!'; hay kni•·t', l!c.1" ,f-!earo, :.:·:!:ocr 
wedges and other rools of a k1nd used in agn.:ultur;-, h<lrt~eulrure or 
!orc:'t ry 
Sa""'' (non me, h.amc.al) and blades for h.md or mach1ne uw\ (•ncluJ,ng 
toothlns ~aw hi.JJc,) 
Poruble for,:e~; ~-:nnd1111t wheels with frameworks (h;and or p•:JJI "r<"r ~reJ); 
art!dc' for domnlt' tl\e 
Kna\·cs With cutting bi.•Jes, serrated or not (1ncludmg prunrnf: knives), orhc:r 
than luu,vcs fallmg wuhm hc;,Jtn); No 82.06, anJ bl.IJca th.:rdor 
llrv•oelt 
NomcndaruR 
htad~na No (NC<.;C) 
ex 82.11 
ex 81,13 
82.14 
82.15 
Chaprer 8l 
Chapter 84 
ex 84.06 
ex 84.10 
ex 84.11 
ex 84.12 
ex 84.14 
ex 84.15 
C:X 84.17 
84.20 
ex 84.21 
ex 84.24 
t'X 84.25 
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Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other •rricles of cutlery (for example: secareurs, hair c:lirf'Crs, burchc-n' dea• 
vers, paper knivc,), cxcludwg hand·opc:rarc:d clipper' and pans thcrcof 
Spoons, forks, fi,h-c:atc:rs, butrer-knivcs, ladlc:t, and s1nul.u kitLhc:n cor rablc· 
ware 
Handles of b1sc rnctal for ani,Jc:s falling within headtng Nos 82.09, 82.13 
and 82.14 , 
Miscellaneous anicles of base meral, excluding headin~ No 83.01r, sratuettc:t 
and other ornaments of a kind used indoors (ex 8J.06) and beads and 
1pangles (ex 83.09) 
Spark iltnition en~~:ine~. petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc ur mo~; 
internal comhu\tlllfl c:n~tinc:~. ~cmi dietel type; inr~rnal cnrnhu•uon t'IIJ.:tnes, 
diesel ryp~. of .J7 k W or lc~~; cn~tncs for motor-cydc:~ anJ auto-cy, !c, 
Pump~ (includinl'\ motor rumps and turbo pump') for liquid,, whctl1er or 
not ftn~d with mcawrin~ dcvi~C'\ 
Air rump~ and VJ.ttum pumps (includtnR motor anJ furt-a-rum:"); f.ans, 
blower and the ltkc, with integral motor~. wrighing It·" dun 15ll kg and 
fans or blowers wnhout motor, weighing 100 kg or 1~-. 
Air·conditionin~ machines, !>Cir-conuincd, compri~in~ a motor-drrven fan 
and clc:mcnts for (hJngang the: temperature ;:nd humidify of aif, 11or clome~tic 
usc 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
·Refri~eratin~ cabinets and other refrigerating plant, equipped with a rdri-
gerating unit 
Jn~tant.tnc:<~u' or storage water beaten, non-electric.tl 
. 
Wc:i~hin~ machinery (t'Xcluding h:~lance~ of a sensitivity of 5 Cfl. or 1-cnc:r), 
induJing w.;i~-:ht·opcrated countin~ and checking m:u.:hinc:s; V.<'!J.:h•~s· 
machine weights of all kinds 
Mechanical appliances (whc:rher or not hand opt:rarc.!) for rrojc: .. -ring, 
dr~pt:r~in~ or sJ'raying li<juids or powders, for d0mC\tiC u~e; sim:lJr hand 
operatt:d :~rpliance~ for agricultural use; similar appii.1ncc~ for agri.:ultural 
u•e, truck r10unted, weighing 60 kg or less 
Plough~ dc~igncd f11r rr:Jctur or animal draught, wc:i;:hin~ 700 kp: m leu; 
pluugh~ dt·~i;:ncd ftlf ·mounrin~ on tractors, with tv.o or three ~hue\ or 
discs; harrow~ de)igned for tractor or animal draught, wnh fixed framework 
and fixed rc:c:th; dt~c harrows, weighing 700 kg or les's 
Thrc)hc:r•; maitc· hu,J.~·n .111d 111.1i/.C rhrnhcrs; harv~•11n1: llt.t< htnt·rv, anint.tl 
dr.1wn 1 '''·'w ur fo,ldt:r l'tC:~'n; f.tnnin~ mills and m111l.u n•;u:hrnn fur 
ICreenin~t sec:d5 and cereal gradeu 
........... 

Bn:"ds 
Nn,rn ... !arure 
hra.!u•5: No 
!S<..l.C) 
84.27 
ex 84.28 
84.29 
ex 84.34 
ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.56 
ex 84.59 
84.61 
ex 84.63 
Chapter 85 
ex 8S.01 
15.03 
85.04 
ex 85.06 
85.10 
85.12 
ex 85.17 
ex 85.10 
ex 85.21 
85.23 
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DctcripriOtl 
Pres~•. cru\hers and other machinery, of a kind used in wine makinc. 
cider making, fruit juice preparation or the like 
Seed crushing machines; farm·type milling machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling indumy, and other 
machmery (other than f.um type machinery) for the working of cereals or 
dried legummous vegeubles 
Printing type 
Shuttles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic usc 
Ma.::hine tool\ for sawin~ and planin~ wood, cork, bone, ehonite (vulcanite), 
h.ltd artaf1u.1l pla,tic m.1ten.ll• or other hard carving mateuo~ls, other than 
machines fallmg withm heading No 84.49 
Mlc.hinrry for IR~Iomeratin~. moulding or ahapin~t ceramic paue, 
unhardened L:ement~, pl.l,termg matenals or other mineral product• 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin aoap manufacture 
Tap,, cock~. valves and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler sheDs. tanks. 
vats and the l1ke, incluJmg pressure reducing valves and chermottaticaUy· 
controlled valves 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less; moron of 74 kW or lest; rotary 
converters of .37 k'\Xo' or le\\i tun~formen and static converterJ other than 
for rad•o·broadcasung, radaotelephonic, radaotelegraphic and television re· 
ceavers 
Primary cells and primary baneries 
Electric accumulaton 
Room fans 
rortahle electric banery and magneto lamps, Ofhcr than lamrt falling 
within huJing No 85.1)9 
Electric inst:lntaneou~ or storase water heaters and imrre~\:on hea:ers; 
electric soil heat in~ apparatus and electric space hca:J~; arpar ~tus; 
elc:.:tric ha•r dre\\in~ aprliancc:\ (for e'ICample, hair dr~er~, hair curlers. 
ct:r!in~ tnnj! he.lfl·r,) and elec.·tric smoothin~: iron\; elr.:tro-lhcrmac dnme~tac 
appl..ancc'; elt·drl<.: hl·.lling rc'i,!lln, other tlun th<>~e of orl•on 
Electric sound signalling arraratua 
F.le.:trical appararu• for m:aking and hrukin~ electncal circuits, for the 
rroteL:!Ion of electric.11 circuit•, or for makin~ Connections to or an elel rri.:al 
carcu•" (for example, 'witche,, relays, fu\e'\, l1ghtning arresters, surge 
supprc"on, pha~t'• lamp holden and junction boxc•) 
Electric falament lamp' and electric di\Charge lamps, excludan~ infra·red and 
ultra-violet lamps 
Cathode-raY, tubes for television sets. 
Insulated (induilu'l~ enamellc::d or anodazed) clectnc wire, c.1hle, bars, urip 
and the lake (ancludang co-axial cable). whether or not fiue.J "'ath conne.:ton 
, 
1\ru'"'' N'nm<"lh.Luure 
h .. .-.!u1~ ~u 
(!"l ( l) 
85.25 
85.26 
15.27 
Chapter 81 
ex 87.02 
11.05 
ex 87.06 
ex 87.11 
ex 87.12 
17.tl 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 
ex 90.26 
Chapter 93 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 
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Insulators of any material 
Insulating fitting~ for clcctncal machine~. appliances or equipment, being 
fmmg~ wholly of i"'ularang marenal apart from any manor compon<'nts of 
me: a! mcorporared dunng mouldang solely for purfW>\C~ of a\Sembly, hut nor 
inc:uJang msularors fallmg wnhm headmg No 85.25 
Eln !ri~.Jt ..:onduu tubmg and joints therefor, of ba'C merallu~d with 10\ul.mna 
marc:nal 
Motor vehicles for the public transport of persons and motor vehicles for the 
tran,port of goods or materials (excluding cha15is memHincd in Note 2 to 
Chaprc:r 87) 
Sod1es (including co~hs), for the moror vehicles fallmg within beacbnc 
1\:o 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Chassis without en~tines, and parts thereof 
Invalid carriages (other than motonzed or otherwise mechanicaDy propelled) 
Patta and acessor1e' of invahd carriages (other than moconzed or ochtTWilc 
me..:hanically propelled) 
Baby carriages and parts thereof 
Lighters and barg~; rankers des•gned to be towed; aai.lmg veucls; inflatable boats 
of artificial plastic meterials. 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles, pin«·na.lorJnCttcs, 
go~les and the hke 
Spccracles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the lilce, correcti~ protective 
or other 
Meters for hand-operated petrol pumps and water meters (volumrtric and 
tachometn.:) 
Gramophone: record• and other \ound or ~imrl:tr record .or'; m.nri..:c• for the 
proJucllon of rnorJ,, prcp.tr<'d record hl.ml..,, f.Jrn for n~t·.:h.lnoc.tl ,.,.,nJ 
rccor,!on~. prc-p.ucd 1.1rc~. w1rc~. \trips and l1kc arr1dcs of a lo.md comr:wn 1y 
u~eJ fur sound or ~in11l.tr rccordmg 
Sporting gun5 and rifles 
Wad~ for ~hor~un~; ~rorting cartrrdge•, cartridges for revolvers, pi~tol• and 
wall..mg st1ck ~tun,, ball or shot cartridge5 for target \hootmg ~tuns of 
cahbro up to 'J mm; cartnd~te ca,es for ~porting ~tuns and sporting nfles, 
of mcro~l and papc:rhoard; bullets, shot and buckshot for spomng guns and 
sportmg nfles 
Furnuure and p.Hr~ thereof; bcdJm~t, mattrcucs, man~" 'uppona. cu1hiona 
and aim1l.u .cuffcJ furm~hmgs, exduJm& hcad•n& No 9-4.0l 
IIN•WII 
Nt•mrn&.larurw 
hf'.a .. :m~t No 
(l\.LU.) 
Chapter 96 
Charter 97 
97.01 
97.02 
97.03 
n 97.05 
Ch.apcer 91 
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Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and 5ievn, excludin~t prepared knots and 
tufts for broom or bru~h m01kin~ of heading No 96.01 and articln falling 
within heading Nos 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycla 
and tricycles, and pedal motor car~); dolls' prams and dolls' ru\h chain 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamen and confetti 
Mi\Cellancous manufacturt'd articles, exdudtng stylograph pens f.aiJ.n~ within 
hudmg No9S.OJ a"d excluding hcadina Nos 98.04, 98.10, ~8.11, ~IU4 and 
~11.15 
31.02 
31.03 
31.05 
ex 73.37 
ex 84.01 
ANNEX II 
.. 
,_ .. 
Description 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers. nitrogenous 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic 
Other fcrtili1en; ~onds of the present Chapter in 
tablc.."to;, lo1.cngcs and similar prepared forms or in 
packings of a gross weight not exrecding 10 kg: 
A. Other fertilizers: 
I. Containing the three fertilizing substances: 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
II. Containing the two fertilizing substances: 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (exduding huilers of heading No R4.rt) and 
radiators, for central heating, not electrkally heated, 
and pan._ thcrc.·uf, of iron or stc:c:l; air l•t·atas and hot 
air distrihuror' (induding tho,c.· whi~ h <:an Jl"« • .,fj,trihure 
cuol or c:onc.fu iom:d •m), not dc.·,·t• h:ally hc:llc.·d. incor-
porating a motur-driven fan vr blowc.·r, and parts 
thereof, of iron or stcd: 
- Boilers for central heating 
~team and other vapour generating boilers {excluding 
central heating hot water boilers capable also of 
produdng low pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers: 
- Of a power of 32 MW or Jess 
84.06 Int,·rnal combustion piston engines: 
c~ Other cn~ilu.·s: 
ex Jl. Cumprc:-. .. i•m ignition c-n~int·!.: 
- ( >t a power of lc\~ ch•lll 37 k W 
84.10 Pump\ (mcludin)?. nu~tor pump\ and turbo pumps) for 
liquid-;, whc:thcr or m.r fitted with mea .. urillg de\ i\.'t"'i; 
liquid elevators of bu~ket, chain, screw, band and similar 
kinds: 
ex A. Ddivery pumps fitted, or designed to be fitted, 
with a measuring device, other than pumps for 
dispensing fuel 
8. Other pumps 
C. Liquid elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band 
and sin1ilar kinJs 
1.000 tonnes 
1.000 tonnes 
.. 2.000 tonnes 
1.000 EUA 
1.500 EUA 
3.000 EuA 
5.000 EUA 
CCT 
he>d'"ll 
:-;o 
84.14 
ex 84.20 
85.15 
Descriptaon 
Industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens, non· 
electric: 
ex B. Other: 
- Pans of 5teel, for cement ovens 
Wei~hin~ machinery (excluding balances of a sensltl· 
viry of 5 cg or better) including weight-operated 
counting and checking machines; weighing machine 
weighrs of all kinds, other than: 
Baby scales 
Precision scales graduated in grams for domestic 
use 
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
F. Icc! r" .11 v.ooJ• of the:" follow in~ <ll'~l·ri rrinn•: jtl'ncra-
tor,, nt••'""• \tlllvertt·r' (rot.Hy or \1.111<), rr.w~iormer~, 
re~ulu·" .111J rclfafymjl, ·'l"l"ar .uu~. inJu.:tur~: 
A. (;(•nt·rators, motors (whether or not equipped 
with "peed reducing, changing or step-up gear) 
and rotary conveners: 
ex II. Other: 
ex C. Pans: 
Motors of an output of not less than 
370 W and not more than 15 000 W 
For motors of an output of not less than 370 
and not more than 15 000 W 
Radiot(·k~r.lphic and radiotelephonic tran~mi,,aon and 
reception apparatus; radio-broad.:a,ting and tt:lc\ i'ion 
tran'm'"">n and re<·<"ptinn app.u:aru~ (indudant.: rn·<"i-
ver' irh·nrpor.ltang \oun<l rcl'ordt·r, or rt•produc,·r') and 
tdc\1""" <.lmcr J\; radto n.lv;~:.llaon.tl .1id :app.ar .llu~, 
radar .lpparatu'i and raJao rcmote control apparatu": 
A. Radiotelegraphic and r:~diotckphonic tran,mi,sion 
anJ r,·,cprwn app.uatu\; r.H.lao·hro:~d.:a,tang and 
tel<.:'"·"" tran .. ma"ion and reception appararu' 
(indu,lmg receivers incorporating sound r..:corders 
or reproducers) and television cameras: 
ex Ill. Receivers, whether or not incorporating 
sound recorders or reproducers: 
- T clevi•ion 
1.000 EUA 
3.200 EUA 
1.000 EUA 
10.000 EUA 
I. If 
t~· \LI,;{ 
1,1) 
. 85.15 
(cont'd) 
ex 85.23 
Dna1pt1on 
C. Parts: 
I. Cabinets and cases: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For televi~ion receivers 
ex b) Of other materials: 
For television receivers 
ex III. Other: 
Chassis for television receivers and their 
part~, a~sembled or mounted 
Printed circuit boards for television recei-
vers 
lmulated (including enamelled or anodized) c:lc:ctric 
wire, cable, bars, strip and the like (including co-axial 
cable), whether or not fitted with connectors: 
- Cables for television aerials 
87.02 Motor vchlLk'> for the tramport of pcr,on'>, good'> or 
m.llt'rJah (mcludmg spnrl\ motor vcluclcs, other than 
tho..c of hcadmg No M7.0<J): 
A. For the tran,port of pcr,on'>, indudinp; vehicles 
dC\Jgncd for the tramport of both pa"cngcrs and 
good~: 
I. With c:ithc:r a spark igmtion or a compression 
ignition engine: 
ex a) Motor vehicles and buses with either a 
spark ignition en!(ine of a cy Iinder capacity 
of 2 800 cc or more or a compression 
ignition engine of a cylinder capacity of 
2 500 cc or more: 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
ex b) Other: 
Complete, with a seating capacity of 
more: than MX 
87.05 Bodits (incltJdlllg c:th'>), for tLc motor vehicles falling 
Within hc:ad1ng :\o 87.01, !17.02 or 87.03: 
ex A. Bodies and cabs of metal for the industrial 
assembly of: 
- Agricultural walking tractors falling within 
subheadmg 87.01 A, 
Motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
including vehicles designed for the transport 
of both passengers and goods, with a seating 
capacity of more than six and less than 15, 
15.000 EUA 
1.000 EUA 
20.000 EUA 
(t r 
h~)J,·•t~ 
:.. .. 
81.05 
(~,.z'J) 
07.05 
-·4-
- Motor vehicles for the transport of goods or 
materials, with either a srark ignition engine 
of a cylinder capacity of less than 2 1100 cc or a 
cumrre"""" i~o:nitiun en~tme of a cylinder 
CJr.aciry of lc:\5 than 2 500 cc, 
- Special rurpo\C motor lorrica and vans of 
hut.lma No 117.0.1 (a) 
a I. Other: 
- Bodies and cabs of metal, other than for 
motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
with a seating capacity of six or less 
Dried leguminous vegetables, 
shelled, whether or not skinned 
or split 
B. Other 
II. Lentils 
1~000 EtTA 
1.200tonnes 
PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES OF 
THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE ARAB REPUBLIC 
OF SYRIA, CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY. 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
- 1 -
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one part, 
and TH£ ARAB REPUBLIC OF SYRIA, 
of the other part, 
- 2 -
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one part, and the Arab Republic of Syria, 
ot the other part, signed at Brussels on 18 January 1977 hereinafter 
called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL 
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement signed 
in Brussels on 18 January 1977. 
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TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement including the annex, forming an integral 
part thereof, drawn up in Greek, is authentic in the same way as the 
original text. The Joint Committee shall approve the Greek version. 
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TITLE II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each duty 
shall be reduced to 90% of the basic duty, 
on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic duty, 
the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 4 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided fo~·in 
Article 3 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 5 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in Syria 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on the date of this Protocol's entry into force, each charqe shall 
be reduced to 90 %of the basic rate, 
on 1st Janu.ary 1982, each charge shalt be reduced to 80 Yo of the 
basic rate 
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the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st-January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 ar~ to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 in respect of 
the Community of Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Syria shall be abolished. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on oroductsimported from the Community of Nine, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same level, 
these duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Syria. 
. Article 7 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with eegard to products originating in Syria shall be eliminated 
fn accordance with the following timetable : 
- from the date of this Protocol's entry into force 25 %, 
1st January 1982 25 X, 
1st January 1983 25 X, 
1st January 1984 25 X. 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Syria. 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 8 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessa 
to the origin rules consequent on the accession of the Hellenic 
Republic to the European Communities. 
Article 9 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accor 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on the first 
of the second month following notification of the completion of the 
necessary procedures by the Contracting Parties. 
Article 11 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicata, in the Danish, Dutch, Engl 
French, German, Greek, Italian and Arabic languages, each of these 
texts being equally authentic. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
laying down the arrangements applic-
able to trade between Greece 
and Syria 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas a Protocol to the Co-operation Agreement between the European 
. . d (1) Econom1c Commun1ty an the Arab Republic of Syria, hereinafter re-
ferred to as respectively as the "Protocol" and the "Agreement", to take 
account of the Hellenic Republic to the Community was initialled on 
26 June 1981; 
Whereas,pending the entry into force of the Protocol, 
the Community should, in the light of the provisions of the said Protocol, 
lay down autonomous~y the arrangements applicable to trade between Greece 
and Syria; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
until the entry into force of the Protocol, the arrange-
ments applicable to trade between Greece and 
Syria shall be those resulting from the provisions of the Agree-
ment, as amended in accordance with the Annex to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. It shall 
expire upon the entry into force of the Protocol. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
(1) OJ No L 269, 27.9.1978; p. 2 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION 
OF THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND 
THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF SYRIA 
CONSEQUENT UPON THE ACCESSION OF 
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC. 
Article 1 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on products originating in 
Syria in accordance with the following timetable : 
- on the date of th;s Regulations's entry into force each duty 
shall be reduced to 90 %of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X of the 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on : 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
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Article 2 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 1 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect of Syria on 1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 X ad valorem. 
Article 3 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on products originating in Syria in accordance with the 
following timetable : 
on the date of this Regulation's entry into force each charge 
shall be reduced to 90 % of the basic rate, 
on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic rate, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 
in respect of the Communityof Nine. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Syria shall be abolished. 
Article 4 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community 
of Nine more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Syria. 
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Article 5 
1. The variable component which the Hellenic Republic may apply 
to products covered by Council Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 
of 11 November 1980 Laying down the trade arrangements applic-
able to certain goods resulting from the processing of agri-
cultural products, originating in Syria , shall be adjusted 
by the compensatory amount applied in trade between the Com-
munity of Nine and Greece. 
2. For the products covered by Regulation <EEC) No 3033/80 and 
also Listed in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic 
shall abolish, in accordance with the timetable laid down in 
Article 1, the difference between : 
the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the 
Hellenic Republic upon accession, and 
the duty (other than the variable component) resulting 
from the provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 6 
In the case of products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the 1979 Act of Accession. 
In no case should Greek imports from Syria benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community 
of Nine. 
Article 7 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II~ 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 r. at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 r. at the beginning of each year tor quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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Where a quota is expressed in terms of both volume and value, 
the quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at least 20 X 
a year and the quota relating to the value by at least 25 X a year, 
the succeeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of 
the preceding quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the quota shall be raised by 20 X a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a product listed in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 X of 
the quota, ~he Hellenic Republic shall liberalize imports of that 
product originating in Syria, if the product in question is at that 
time liberalized towards the Community of Nine. 
5. If the Hellenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community of Nine or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community of Nine, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Egypt or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding licences for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating in Egypt the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community of Nine, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers falling within the head1ng 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 8 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Syria shall be 
eliminated in accordance with the following timetable : 
on the date of this 
1st January 1982 
1st January 1983 
1st January 1984 
Regulation's entry into force 
25 X 
25 X 
25 x. 
25 X 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• ) shall be 
abolished by Greece on entry into force of this Regultion in 
respect of prod~cts originating in Syria subject to the pro-
visions of Article 65 of the 19?9 Act of Accession. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Syria. 
N.B. Annexes I and II of the Protocol should follow on from here. 
DRAFT DECISION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, 
MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
laying down the arrangements applicable 
to trade between 
Greece and Syria 
in products covered by that Community 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE 
EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Whereas the Member States have concluded among themselves the Treaty 
establishing the European Coal and Steel Community; 
Whereas a Protocol to the Agreement between the Member States of the ( 1) 
European Coal and Steel Community and the Arab Republic of Syria, 
hereinafter referred to respectively as the "Protocol" and "Agreement", 
to take account of the accession of the Helenic Republic to the Community 
was initialled on 26 June 1981; 
Wherea~ pending the entry into force of the Protocol, 
the Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community should, 
in the light of the provisions of the said Protocol, lay down autonomously 
the arrangements applicable to trade between Greece and Syria; 
In agreement with the Commission, 
HAVE DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article 1 
Until the entry into force of the Protocol, the arrange-
ments applicable to trade between Greece and 
Syria shall be those resulting from the provisions of the 
Agreement, as amended in accordance with the Annex to this Decision. 
2. 
Article 2 
The 
!Member States shall take the measures necessary to implement this 
Decision. 
Done at Brussels, 
The President 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION OF 
THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY 
AND THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF SYRIA 
CONSEQUENT UPON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC 
Article 1 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force each 
duty shall be reduced to 90 X of the basic duty, 
on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic duty, 
the four other reductions of 20 r. each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 2 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 1 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 3 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force, each charge 
shall be reduced to 90 X of the basic rate, 
- on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X of the 
basic rate 
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the four other reductions of 20 r. each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republicand Syria shallb~abolished. 
Article 4 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on productsimported from the Community of Nine, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same level, 
these duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Article 5 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Syria shall be 
eliminated, with the following timetable : 
on the date of this Decision's entry into force 25 X 
1st January 1982 25 1., 
1st January 1983 25 %, 
1st January 1984 25 r.. 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community 
of Nine a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Syria. 
